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ERRATA AND COMMENTS 
p. 10 line 12 
• denotes the empty set. 
p. 14 lines 7"-!" 
If g e l \ n CQ(G) then g V = g.gw'^ e L^{G) since g e 
gw^ e 
w '0' 
p. 21 Section 1.5 
r always contains compactly generated open subgroups. Hence 
Corollary 1.5.2 holds for all r since, by Hewitt and Ross [1], (5.14), there 
is a compactly generated open subgroup of r containing T (in which case 
the A in Theorem 1.5.1 is void). 
p. 29 lines 15,20 
p. 30 lines 7,8,11,12 
Wherever Tr[-] occurs, it should be replaced by d{u )Tr[-], 
s 
p. 35 lines 7,8 
Kronecker's theorem is not needed since 
a f - f 
a(exp(-in a) - l)e + 3(exp(--£wa) - l)e 
n m 
a(exp(-rn a) - l)e + 3(exp(-^ma) - 1 
\ r \ g / ' Yi \ r \ i 
S 
and, as n -m + 0, this last quantity is 
a exp(-in a) - I 
s 
+ 31 |exp(-^a) - 1 
Similarly for p. 36 lines 9 , 8 " . 
p. 49 
The proof of Lemma 3.1.1 follows immediately from Hewitt and 
Ross [1], (24.38) and the fact that A is the adjoint of p. 
p. 59 line 9" 
Replace (5.40)(d) by (5.11). 
p. 80 lines 7-15 
Since the ball {g e : \\g\\^ ±m} is strongly closed and 
convex, it is weakly closed. 
p. 81 line 8" 
f^ is not needed. Choose a f 0 so that < 6. Then /q, 
f^+ok belong to V and so there exist g^, g^ e such that /q - g-^  
/N 
(/Q + OCK) - G2 vanish on . Now proceed as on p. 82. 
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(iii) 
ABSTRACT 
An extended form of a famous inequality of S.N. Bernstein states that 
for a trigonometric pol3momial T of degree at most n 
yif 
llr'll < nllT " n"p n p 
where T' denotes the derivative of T and 1 < n < oo . There is also a n n ~ 
corresponding statement for functions on the real line which are extendible 
into the complex plane to functions of exponential type. 
This thesis is concerned with versions of Bernstein's inequality for 
pth-power integrable functions on locally compact Hausdorff Abelian and 
compact Hausdorff groups. The inequalities obtained are of the form 
II/- = , (1) 
where f ^ Ipi G) has spectrum contained in a given relatively compact set 
T , f denotes the left a-translate of f , and lim ojCa) = 0 . Chapter 
1 deals with this problem for various choices of G and T . In Chapter 2 
it is shown that if S is a translation-invariant subspace of iF{G) with 
every / € S satisfying (1), then U{l(f) : / € S} is relatively compact. 
This result can be considered as a converse to that dealt with in the first 
chapter. A more classical version of the inequality is examined in Chapter 
3, namely 
llc^ /llp ^  .ll/llp ; (2) 
here p is a continuous homomorphism of R into G and 
rP^ = li. -
[where the limit is taken in the iF-sense] is the L^-derivative of f 
along p . Initially it is proved that if f e L^(G) and Z(/) c T (where 
T is relatively compact) then f is /-^ -differentiable along p for any 
p . Inequality (2) then follows readily with K = ic(p, T) . There is also 
a converse result. 
(iv) 
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CHAPTER 0 
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
0.0 Introduction and background to Bernstein's inequality 
In 1887 at St Petersburg the well-known chemist D.I. Mendeleev 
published a monograph on his investigations of the specific gravity of 
aqueous solutions. Aside from the contribution to the study of chemistry 
this work (see Mendeleev [1], Chapter U) gave rise to an interesting 
mathematical problem with many applications in approximation theory and the 
study of singular integrals . Mendeleev proved that if a rational polynomial 
F{x) of degree at most 2 is such that |P(a;)| 5 1 on [-1, 1] then 
5 4 on the same interval. Two years later Markov ([1]) proved the 
corresponding problem with polynomials of degree n ; in this case the 
2 
upper bound on the modulus of the derivative is n , equality holding if 
and only if P(ic) = ±T^(x) (where = cos (n arcos(a:)) is the Chebyshev 
polynomial of the first kind of degree n .) 
An extension of the above result into a Fourier analytic setting was 
given by S.N. Bernstein. In his paper on the approximation of continuous 
functions by polynomials (see Bernstein [1]) he proved the following 
inequality: if the trigonometric polynomial 
= I cos^'^e) + \ s i n m ) ] [a^, h^ € R) 
m=-0 
does not exceed 1 in modulus over [-tt, it] , then 
T'O)! 5 2n 
7% 
over the same interval. In the following twenty years this result was 
improved upon and generalised to give: 
Bernstein's inequality. Let T^ be a trigonometric polynomial, with 
complex coefficients, of degree at most n . Then for any p € [1, 
llr'll ^ n\\T II . " n'p " n"p 
There are various proofs of Bernstein's inequality in the case p = °° . 
Perhaps the nicest and, from our point of view, the most useful was that of 
F. Riesz [1] who observed that for an appropriate choice of trigonometric 
polynomial k^ of degree n [independent of the choice of T^ ) 
^n = ^ n * ^ n • (0.0.1) 
He thus reduced the problem to that of estimating the L^-norm of k^ . By 
choosing 
k (x) = -2nK (x) sin(nx) 
Yl Yl^ JL 
Riesz obtained the inequality 
||2" < 2n\T II : "Yioa I yi"<X) * 
here K^ ^ is the Fejer kernel of order n - 1 . To prove the more refined 
version of Bernstein's inequality he noted that (without affecting (0.0.1)) 
sin (n£C) could be replaced by 
2 4 ginx) = sin(nic) - r sin(3mr) + r sin(5m:) - ... . 
The result then followed readily. Another proof was given by M. Riesz [1] 
who expressed the derivative in terms of the values of the polynomial at 2n 
equidistant points. Zygmund [1] made use of both these proofs to extend the 
inequality to the case with 1 5 p 5 <» . 
The extension (in the case p = oo ) of Bernstein's inequality to the 
real line follows from a result of Bernstein [2] who proved that if F{z) 
is an entire function of exponential type satisfying 
F{z)\ = 0(exp(aa:)) and \F(x)\ < 1 
for all a; € R , where a € R"*^  , then 
F'ix) 5 a 
on R . A l l that i s required now i s the observation that a bounded function 
/ on R i s the r e s t r i c t i o n of an entire function o f exponential type 
a > 0 i f and only i f 
^ ( f ) c: [ - a , a ] , 
E ( / ) denoting the spectrum of f ; this i s just an extension of one of the 
Paley-Wiener theorems, see Kahane [ 1 ] , p. 30. The case 1 5 p < °° was 
dealt with by Gosselin [ 1 ] . 
Other formulations o f Bernstein's inequality ( s t i l l involving functions 
of a rea l or complex variable) have been investigated over the past f i f t y 
years ( f o r reasonably comprehensive surveys of these r e s u l t s , see Schaeffer 
[ 1 ] and Boas [ 1 ] ) . However in th is thesis we take a d i f f e rent course and 
consider analogues o f th is inequality f o r pth-power integrable functions on 
arbitrary l o c a l l y compact Hausdorff Abelian and compact Hausdorff groups. 
In view of the above results i t seems natural to use ( in place of t r igono -
metric polynomials) the set o f pth-power integrable functions with spectra 
contained in a given r e l a t i v e l y compact se t . Since, f o r a general group, 
the usual concept of the derivative i s lacking we shal l be examining 
inequal i t ies o f the form 
f - f\\ < a)(a)||/|L , ( 0 . 0 , 2 ) a" p p 
where lim w(a) = 0 and / 6 L^iG) with E ( / ) c: T (where T i s 
a^O 
r e l a t i v e l y compact). Thus the problem is e f f e c t i v e l y that o f f inding a 
j o i n t mean modulus o f continuity with exponent p f o r 
{/ € L^(G) : Uf) c: T; . 
In Chapter 1 we sha l l look at inequal i t ies of the form ( 0 . 0 . 2 ) f o r 
various sets o f funct ions ; Chapter 2 w i l l deal with a converse of th is 
r e s u l t ; and in Chapter 3 we sha l l examine a version of Bernstein's 
inequality and i t s converse in a more c l a s s i c a l se t t ing with the le f t -hand 
side of ( 0 . 0 . 2 ) replaced by the derivative of f along a one-parameter 
subgroup of G . 
Most of the material in Chapters 1 and 2 has appeared in Bloom [ 1 ] , [2 ] 
respectively; [1 ] also contains part of the "direct" result appearing in 
Chapter 3. 
0.1 General references 
All of the analysis in this thesis wi l l be carried out over local ly 
compact Hausdorff topological groups; with few exceptions the groups wi l l 
be Abelian and otherwise they wi l l be compact. 
We shall take Hewitt and Ross [1] to be our standard reference on 
topological groups. The symbols R, C, T and Z w i l l be reserved f o r the 
additive groups of the real and complex numbers, the c i r c le group, and the 
group of integers respectively. 
For harmonic analysis our references wi l l be any one of the books: 
Hewitt and Ross [1 ] , Reiter [1] and Rudin [1 ] . We shall follow Hewitt and 
Ross [1] f o r integration theory. 
Invariably our references for functional analysis and topology wi l l be 
R.E. Edwards [1] and Bourbaki [1] respectively. 
0.2 Definitions and notation 
In the following l i s t we co l lect together some of the frequently used 
basic definitions and notation; these wi l l be standard throughout. 
0.2.1 LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS 
The symbol G wi l l always denote a local ly compact Haxisdorff group, 
and wi l l possess typical elements a^ x , y , . . . . Unless stated otherwise 
G w i l l be assumed to be Abelian, i t s identity element being denoted by 0 . 
The dual group of G wi l l be denoted by F , and wi l l possess typical 
elements y , x 
0 . 2 . 2 HAAR MEASURE 
We s h a l l denote by X, 6 Haar measures on G, T r e s p e c t i v e l y . These 
Haar measures w i l l be assumed t o be normal ised so that P l a n c h e r e l ' s theorem 
i s v a l i d . In the f u r t h e r case that one o f G^ T i s compact then i t s 
r e s p e c t i v e Haar measure w i l l have t o t a l v a r i a t i o n equal t o 1 . Where no 
c on fus i on w i l l a r i s e we abbrev ia te 
fdX . 
G 
fix)dX(x) by 
G 
f(x)dx o r 
G 
0 . 2 . 3 SPACES OF FUNCTIONS AND MEASURES 
We s h a l l denote by C(G) the space o f bounded continuous f u n c t i o n s on 
G , and w r i t e C^iG), C^iG) and C^^iG) f o r those subspaces o f C(G) 
compris ing o f f u n c t i o n s which are uni formly cont inuous , which vanish at 
i n f i n i t y , and which have compact support r e s p e c t i v e l y . Each o f these spaces 
w i l l be equipped with the uniform norm. 
Uj^iG) w i l l denote the space o f bounded complex Radon measiires on G , 
and w i l l be equipped with i t s usual Banach space t o p o l o g y (as the dual o f 
CQ(G) ) ; the norm o f y € M^(ff) w i l l be denoted by ||y|j^  . For the Dirac 
measure p l a c e d at 0 € we s h a l l w r i t e e . 
When p € [ 1 , , L^iG) w i l l denote the usual normed Lebesgue space 
o f equ iva lence c l a s s e s o f f u n c t i o n s with norm II* lip • o c c a s i o n s a 
f u n c t i o n w i l l be confounded with the equ iva lence c l a s s t o which i t b e l o n g s . 
We s h a l l w r i t e "f = g" t o mean e i t h e r " the c l a s s f = the c l a s s g"' o r 
(00 ^ 
or l o c a l l y almost everywhere when f , g ^ L (G) J". 
I t w i l l be c l e a r from the contex t what i s meant in these c a s e s . 
I f p ^ [ 1 , then p ' w i l l denote the exponent con jugate t o p , 
that is, l' = 00 , 00' = 1 and p ^ + = 1 for p € (1, . 
The characteristic fimction of a set E will be written . 
kj 
0.2.4 TRANSLATIONS AND REFLECTIONS 
Q For a € we define the left a-translate of / € C by 
J' : X ^ f(-a+x) ix ^ G) , 
and of y € by 
where y(g') = gdVi . Right translates are defined similarly. 
h 
Q 
We also define the reflection of / € C by 
f^ix-y fi-x) ix ^ G) , 
and of y € by 
M^ig) = yC^J [g € C^(G)] . 
Finally we abbreviate by . 
0.2.5 THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF A FUNCTION IN LF(G) 
1 If f ^ L (G) we write f for the Fourier transform of f , defined 
by 
I 
/(Y) = f^dX (T € r) . 
JG 
The subspace of C^CD consisting of those fxmctions which are the Fourier 
transforms of functions in L^(G) will be denoted by ACT) . 
We shall give ' ' a dual role; if g ^ ^^  ^  Fourier transform 
then g will denote that function (or measure) on G whose transform is 
g , in other words, the "inverse" transform of g . 
For p € ( 1 , «>] and G Abelian we fo l low Gaudry [ 2 ] and define the 
Fourier transform of / € 1?{G) as the continuous l inear form on V(T) 
given by 
fig) = fig.) {g € l?(r)) 
( f o r the de f in i t i on o f ViT) c C^^ n A ( r ) see Gaudry [ 1 ] , Section 2 ) . I t 
appears that when p € ( 1 , 2 ] the Fourier transform defined as above 
coincides with the usual Fourier transform; f o r the l a t t e r see Hewitt and 
Ross [ 1 ] , Section 31. Note also that when p = °° , f i s actually a 
pseudomeasure on F . 
Some properties o f ' " ' can be found in Appendix A. 
0 .2 .6 THE SPECTRUM OF A FUNCTION IN , G ABELIAN 
00 
Given f ^ L (G) we define i t s spectrum to be 
Uf) = {y € r V ^ € and g" * f = o implies that g(y) = o} . 
This de f in i t i on o f the spectrum (due t o R. Godement) can be extended t o 
f ^ LP(G) (p € [1 , by defining 
Z ( / ) = U * / ) . 
Al ternat ive ly , i f p € ( 1 , «>] , / C L^iG) and fi c r i s open, we say 
that f vanishes on ^ i f 
f i h ) = 0 
f o r a l l h V(T) with suppC^z) c The support o f f (see Gaudry [ 1 ] ) 
can then be defined as the complement ( re la t ive t o T ) of the largest open 
/V 
set on which f vanishes; and i s written [ / ] . 
I t i s shown in Appendix A that i f p € ( 1 , and / € lP(G) then 
Uf) = [/] , 
and i f / € L^G) then 
1(f) = suppC^ . 
CHAPTER 1 
BERNSTEIN'S INEQUALITY FOR LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS 
1.0 Introduction 
The basis of many of the results used in th is chapter and indeed, 
throughout the t h e s i s , i s the explo i tat ion of an idea success ful ly used by 
F. Riesz [ 1 ] who observed that f o r any trigonometric polynomial f^ o f 
degree at most n , 
f ' = k * f 
-'n n ''n 
f o r some suitable trigonometric polynomial k^ (depending only on n ). 
Following this l ine we f ind that the problem o f estimating the mean modulus 
o f continuity with exponent p o f f ^ I?{G) with T = E ( / ) r e la t i ve ly 
compact i s made easier by writing 
f o r some suitable k € L^iG) (independent o f the choice o f / € lF{.G) with 
SC/) <= T ) and estimating the mean modiolus o f continuity with exponent 1 
of k . 
To achieve this we shal l frequently have recourse to a res t r i c ted 
version o f Theorem 2 .6 .1 o f Rudin [ 1 ] , as stated in Appendix B. 
1.1 Estimates for on loca l l y compact Abelian groups 
In general we shal l be interested in some translation- invariant l inear 
space UG) c {G) (p i [ 1 , with the property 
L^ * L(G) c L(G) , ( 1 . 1 . 1 ) 
and having a norm such that 
g * /ll^ ^ ll^llill/ll^ (1.1.2) 
for all g ^ L'-iG) , f e UG) . 
The set of functions in LiG) for which a Bemstein-type inequality 
will be obtained is the translation-invariant linear subspace Lr^ (G) , 
defined by 
= {/ € UG) : Uf) c T} , 
where T c r is relatively compact. For each a ^ G we put 
= sup{||^ - : f € < l} 
and 
= sup{|Y(a) - l| : y € T} , 
where oXpCa) is defined to be zero if T is empty. It is easily shown 
that for T, T^, T^ CI r 
and 
Furthermore, if T c F is relatively compact, then the definition of the 
topology of r (as the dual of G ) gives immediately 
lim = 0 . (1.1.3) 
Given a relatively compact set T c T we shall (because of (1.1.3)) 
examine estimates for B^(a) of the form 
= 0((Ap,(a)) , 
where T' is some relatively compact s\±iset of F . As a preliminary 
result we require: 
10 
1.1.1 LEMMA. Let T a velatively oompaot subset of T and 
suppose ky I ^ are sudh that k = 1 and 2 = 0 on a neighbourhood 
of T . Then 
a^Ca) < \\k - k - {a i G) . 
Proof. We show i n i t i a l l y that i f fe, Z sat is fy the hypotheses of the 
lemma then^ |or L^^)^ 
I * f = 0 and k * f = f . (1.1.4) 
For this i t suf f ices to show that (1.1.4) holds pointwise local ly almost 
everywhere (since a function in iPiG) (p # o°) which vanishes local ly 
almost everywhere vanishes almost everywhere). 
By A.1.2 and A.2.1 
Z(Z * /) = • , 
whence i t follows [see Reiter [ 1 ] , Chapter 7, 1.3 ( i ) ) that 
* I * f = 0 
f o r every (j) ^  ^qo *^^ ^ ' hence I * f = 0 local ly almost everywhere. 
Now, i f (j) ^ then (k * - vanishes on a neighbourhood of T 
and, by what has already been established, 
(k*(^-<t>)*f=0 l.a.e. . 
Since (j) C^^iG) was chosen arbi trar i ly 
k * f = f l . a . e . , 
proving (1 .1 .4 ) . 
Using (1.1.4) and the fact that ^ [ j^ ] = ^ ( f ) we have 
f = ^ * [af - f ] - ^ * f 
= [k - k- I) * f 
and, by (1.1.1) and (1 .1 .2 ) , 
I I / - /II, ^ 11/ - k - ZIIJI/II, , 
from which the result fo l lows. // 
11 
With a suitable choice of k, I i satisfying the conditions of 
Lemma 1.1.1 we can obtain an estimate for . 
1.1.2 THEOREM. Let T , V he relatively oompaat siibsets of V ^ where 
V is non-void and open. Then 
h 
6j(a) 5 e(T+v-v) e ( V ) (a € G) . 
Proof. Using the method of the proof of Theorem B.1.1 we choose 
g^ h € such that g ^ ^ , h = and put 
k = B(V)~^gh . 
Then k 6 , k = 1 on T + V and 
\k - k\\^ -- earhih - h]g t - g)[h]\\^ 
6(T+V-V) 
- V 
the final two steps using Plancherel's theorem. Now apply Lemma 1.1.1. // 
1.1.3 COROLLARY. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1.2 ore 
satisfied and 0 € V . Then 
5 3 e ( T + V - V ) i e ( V ) 
% 
(.a i G) . 
Proof. We can assume that T is non-empty. Then, choosing Y ^ T , 
we have 
and the result follows from Theorem 1.1.2. // 
12 
For certain relatively compact sets T c r we can obtain estimates of 
the form 
= 0((jap(a)) . (1.1.5) 
As would be expected (1.1.5) holds for relatively compact sets T which, in 
a certain sense, generate open sets. In fact we have: 
1.1.4 THEOREM. Let T c r be relatively oompaot and suppose there 
exists a positive integer n for which nT has non-void interior. Then 
6^(a) < ic(Ap(a) (a 6 G) ^  
where k = k(T) . 
Proof. Suppose T, n satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem and choose 
any y € int(nT). Then 
T c T - y + int(nT) . 
We can find a relatively compact open neighbourhood V of zero in F such 
that 
T + V - V c T - y + int(nT) , 
and we have 
5 a)^ (a) + a)_^ (a) t 
< (2n + l)to^ (a) . 
The result now follows from Corollary 1.1.3. // 
1.1.5 REMARK. The hypothesis of Theorem 1.1.4 is satisfied whenever 
e(T) > 0 [see Hewitt and Ross [1], (20.17)). 
1.1.6 REMARK. All of the results of Section 1.1 are slightly 
simplified when T is a set of spectral synthesis (-S-set) . In this case 
we just replace "on a neighbourhood of T " and "T + 7" by "on T " and 
"T" respectively. 
13 
1.2 Estimates for when L is a *-module over a weighted L^-space 
It may happen that the translation-invariant linear subspace 
(p € [Ij satisfies only the possibly weaker condition: 
L] * UG) c UG) w 
and there is a norm on I such that for all g i ai^ d 
f 6 UG) , 
11^  * /II/ ^  ll^ lli,^ 11/11/ ' 
W is a weight function, that is, a non-negative locally bounded measurable 
function satisfying 
w(x) > 1 ; w(x+y) 5 w(,x)wiy) 
for all Xi y € G , and 
L^iG) - { j f LhG) : llgll^^^ = 
G 
9 wd\ < . 
Under these conditions the proof of Lemma 1.1.1 carries over quite 
easily to give: 
1.2.1 LEMMA. Let he a relatively compact subset of T and 
/s /\ 
suppose ky I ^ such that k = 1 and 1 = 0 on a neighboio'hood 
of T . Then 
6,(a) 5 - fc -
When we attempt to follow the proof of Theorem 1.1.2 to obtain an 
analogous result, we run into the problem of determining whether go) and 
2 
hw belong to L (G) . This problem can be handled if we assume that the 
weight function D satisfies the so-called condition of Beurling-Domar, 
namely 
14 
X n ^ log(w(na;)) < 
n=l 
(1.2.1) 
f o r a l l X i G \ see Domar [ 1 ] , Theorem 2.11. This theorem of Domar (using 
his terminology) then states that is an algebra of type F and 
hence, see Domar [ 1 ] , Lemma 1.24, i s a regular normed algebra (in 
the sense of G. S i lov ; see Godement [ 1 ] , p. 123 ( i ) ) . We have: 
1 . 2 . 2 THEOREM. Choose T , V c r to be relatively oonpaot sets^ each 
oontcdning zevo^ and such that V is symmtrio and open. If w is a 
weight fmotion satisfying (1.2.1) and V is any relatively compact 
neighbourhood of zero in G then 
( a € 7) , 
where k = k (T , V, F, w) . 
.2 . Proof. I t i s clear that W i s a weight function sa t i s fy ing (1 .2 .1 ) . 
Hence we can appeal to Domar [ 1 ] (Theorem 2.11 and Lemma 1.24) to deduce the 
existence of g , h € ^ such that 
^{0} - 5 ^ V^ 
and 
k+2V - ^ - • 
(1.2.2) 
(1 .2 .3 ) 
Now both gw and hw are in L (G) . Indeed, since g € CQ(G) , we 
have the existence of a compact set G cz G such that 5 1 f o r a l l 
2 
X € G\C and, using the property of W being locally bounded, i t follows 
that 2 2 ,, g w dX -
• 
9 
G C 
^W d^X + 
9 9 
w dX + 
G\G 
G\C 
9 
9 
'^w^dX 
w^dX 
< 00 
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(and s imi lar ly f o r hw ) 
Putting 
where 
k = a ^gh , 
a = gdQ , 
we see that k i L^CG) and, f o r any y ^ T , 
kCy) = a - 1 
^ /s 
gde 
Uv 
- 1 
9(X)h(y-x)dx . 
I f Y ^ T + V then y - X ^ T + 2V and, from ( 1 . 2 . 3 ) , h(y-x) = 1 . 
Consequently k = 1 on T + V . Furthermore 
-1 , 
where (using ( 1 . 2 . 2 ) and ( 1 . 2 . 3 ) ) 
K' = a - 1 w(a)||to||2e(v)^ + II^II e(T+3V)^| . 
Fina l ly , s ince w i s l o c a l l y bounded and V i s r e l a t i v e l y compact, there 
i s a constant k" such that f o r a l l a € V 
w(a) 5 k" . 
The resu l t now fo l lows from Lemma 1 . 2 . 1 . / / 
1.2.3 COROLLARY. Let T c r be a relatively oompaot set oantaining 
zero and suppose there exists a positive integer n for which nT has non-
void interior. Then J ifw,V satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 . 2 . 2 , we 
have 
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< Kaxp(a) {a i V) , 
where K = K(T, W , F) . 
Proof. See the proof of Theorem l.l.U. // 
1.3 Estimates for on loca l ly compact Abelian groups 
We know from Lemma 1.1.1 and Remark 1.1.6 that if T c T is a 
relatively compact 5-set then 
5 infjll^fe - k - : k , I ^ L^iG), fc = 1, 2 = 0 on T| . (1.3.1) 
It is natural to ask when equality occurs in (1.3.1). Section 1.3 is 
concerned with this and related questions when L(u) = I ? ( p € [1, °°]) ; 
in this case we shall abbreviate (a) to 3^(a) . 
1.3.1 THEOREM. Suppose T c r is a oompaot S-set such that 
T = (U{Z(/) : / € Cq ^(G)})" . (1.3.2) 
Then 
B^(a) = infjll/ - k - : k, I ^ k = 1, I = 0 on T^ (a ^ G) . 
Proof. It is clear that C ,p(<?) is non-void. Consider the complex-
u, i 
valued map 
defined by 
T(f) = fi-a) - fiO) . (1.3.3) 
Since T is linear and bounded the Hahn-Banach theorem ensures that it can 
be extended to a bounded linear functional T' on CQ(G) such that 
\ \ T ' \ \ < llTll . 
Using the Riesz representation theorem we can assert the existence of 
y 6 such that for all / € 
17 
T'if) = 
G 
Clearly 
= y * / ( o ) . 
IPIIM = M 
2 ll^ 'll 
= sup {| / ( -a ) - f(0)\ : / € C^yC), < l} 
^ - : f € C Q ^ G ) , II/II^ < 1] 
5 sup' 11/ - f L f ^ 11/11^  < 1 
00 
( 1 . 3 . 4 ) 
Given / € C^ ^(G) and a; € G we have, using ( 1 . 3 . 3 ) and the f a c t 
that Z{_J} = E(f) , 
= u * L / ) ( o ) 
= ^ ( u * / ) ) ( 0 ) , 
or equivalent ly , 
f(x - a) - fix) = p * fix) . 
Hence, f o r every / € C^ ^(g) , 
a' / - / = y * / . 
Now choose any e > 0 . There ex i s t s g i I {G) such that ^ = 1 on T 
and ll^ll^ < 1 + e (see Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , ( 3 1 . 3 7 ) ) . Putting h = \x * g 
we see that h = \x on T and, s ince T i s assumed to be an iS-set, i t 
f o l lows that f o r a l l / € C^  ^(G) 
h * f = M * f 
= / - f • ( 1 . 3 . 5 ) 
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Furthermore, by (1 .3.4 ) and the choice of g , 
5 (1 + e)3^(a) . (1 .3.5 ) 
Let k € L (G) be such that k = 1 on T . We want to show that 
(h - Ji + k)^ vanishes on T . For any f ^ ,j.(G) we have, using 
(1 .3.5 ) and again the fact that T i s an S-set^ 
[h - k + k) * f = J - f - k * f ^k * f 
= 0 . 
Hence {h - k + k]" vanishes on E(/) and, from (1.3.2) and the 
continuity of [h - J< + k]^ , i t must vanish on T . 
Put -I = h - k + k . Then I 6 and 1 = 0 on T . Further-
a 
more, by (1 .3 .6 ) , 
k - k - I a 1 h 
5 (1 + e)3Y(a) 
and thus 
infjll^fc - k - k, I ^ I f c = 1, Z = 0 on Tj- < ( i + e)B^(a) . 
Since e > 0 was chosen arb i t rar i l y 
1, inf||| ?^c - k - k, I L (G) , fe = 1, Z = 0 on T| 5 3^(a) 
which, combined with (1 .3 .1 ) , gives the desired result . // 
1 . 3 . 2 COROLLARY. Suppose T c r is a compact S-set which is the 
olosTAre of its interior. Then 
3^(a) = inf|||/ - k - : k, I ^ L^(G), k = I = 0 on Tj (a € G) . 
Proof. In view of Theorem 1.3.1 a l l we have to prove is that T 
sa t i s f i e s (1 .3 .2 ) . Furthermore we can assume that T is non-void. 
Let Y ^ i n t ( T ) . Then (see B.1.1) we can f ind f € n C rr)''^^ 
'Y 0 J iTi"t \ J. / 
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/S 
such that = 1 . Hence y € S ( / J , whence i t follows that 
int(T) c [ i { l i f ) : f € C^ 
Since T = int (T) , ( 1 .3 .2 ) must hold for T . 11 
Results analogous to Theorem 1 . 3 . 1 for the quantity (a ) 
(p ^ [1 , take a s l i g h t l y d i f fe rent form. If we define 
B^'(G) = \l € : I * f = 0 for a l l / € L^Coj , 
then we have (note that T need not be r e l a t i v e l y compact): 
1.3.3 THEOREM. Let T c r . Then, for p € [ 1 , , 
3?(a ) = sup inf || (}> - (f) - l\ (a € G) . 
Proof. For any f ^ lP(G) , € L^'iG) and Z € B^'iG) we have 
= [ J , - ^ - I] * f ^ 
and hence 
( { ) * ( / - /) (0) ^ II t}) - 4> - 1^1 fll/l "a^ ^ p p 
Since t h i s holds for every cp ^ L^ (G) and I ^ B^ (G) i t follows that 
(j) * ( f - /)(0)| 5 inf \\J-<p-t\L.\\f\ 
(G) ^ P 
and, by the converse to Holder's inequa l i t y , 
P ' 
sup U * ( / - / ) (0 ) 
< sup inf II d, - (J) - Z|| 11/ 
l^BP (G) « P 
or, equiva lent ly , 
3^(a) 5 sup inf 
, , 51 l^B^ (G) 
P ^ 
a (j) - (j) - Z P' ' 
( 1 . 3 . 7 ) 
To prove the reverse inequa l i ty we follow the l ine of the proof of 
Theorem 1 .3 . 1 and consider the complex-valued map 
20 
defined by 
: lP(G) ^ c . 
= 'I' * ( / - / ) (0> 
where (p ^ L^ (G) with H^H ,^ < 1 . I t i s c lear that T^ is l inear and. 
since 
= sup- U * ( / - /)CO)i : f € i^CG), 11/11^  5 l } 
< s u p j l / * [ j - <p]iO)\ : f € LPiG), ll/il^ < l | 
'P - 'PL, a 
S 2 , 
we see that T, is bounded. By the Hahn-Banach theorem T^ can be <P <P 
extended to a bounded l inear functional T[ on L^iG) such that 
q> 
I t fol lows from Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , (12.18) that there exists h € L^ (G) P'. 
such that for a l l f ^ L^iG) , 
T^if) = 
Furthermore 
K 
sup{||/ - f : / € II/II^ 5 1 
(1 .3 .8 ) 
Now l e t f € L^iG) . Then, f o r any x ^ G , we must have € L^(G) 
and 
21 
= 
that i s . 
= h * fix) , 
[h - J + <!>]* f = 0 
Since f ^ was chosen arb i t rar i ly 
I = h - J + € B^ (G) 
and, from (1 .3 .8 ) , 
A - ^ - l\\ 1 - \\h , a p' p ' 
Hence 
inf 
l^B^'(G) ^ 
5 
(j) - (f) - < 
V ' 
and, since (J) € LG) with U\\ , ^ 1 was chosen a rb i t ra r i l y , 
sup in:f 
i^B^ (G) ^ 
(f) - (1) - S . 
The result now fol lows using (1 .3 .7 ) . // 
With s l ight modifications we can obtain results similar to those in 
1.3.1 - 1.3.3 f o r the quantity 
c^Ca) = sup j l l^ - /lip : / € L^ n L^CG). \\f\\^ 5 1 - . 
Under the conditions of Theorem 1.3.1 (with C_ replaced by 0, i 
L^ n CQ ^((J) ) i t i s easy to prove that 
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it is clear from the proof of Corollary 1.3.2 that this is true when T is 
a compact iS'-set which is the closure of its interior. Furthermore Theorem 
1.3.3 holds with 3^(a) replaced by c^ia) (p ^ [1, and B^'(u) 
replaced by 
A^'(G) = {l € : I * f = 0 for all / € L^ n L ^ C o j . 
In general it seems difficult to relate the sets A^'(G) and B^'(G) 
Ti ' 
to sets of the form (<?) , where A c T . However when int( T) ^  is an 
S ^ - s e t (see Definition C.1.1) we do have the following result: 
1.3.4 THEOREM. L e t T c r a n d p ^ [1, . T h e n t h e f o l l o w i n g 
o o n d i t i o n s a r e e q u i v a l e n t : 
( a ) int(T)^ i s a n S ^ - s e t j 
( b ) ^ ' ( G ) = { I € L ^ ' i G ) : Z = 0 o n int(T); . 
Proof. (a) (b) . Suppose that int(T)^ is an S -set and choose 
P 
I ^ L ^ ' i G ) with 1 = 0 on int(T). For any / € n l ^ ( G ) we see that 
f = 0 on int(T)'^ and hence, given e > 0 , there exists g ^ L^ n L^(G) 
such that g = 0 on a neighbourhood of intCT)*^ and 
Pllp,ll/- SfWp < £ • 
/ N 
Now supp(^) c int(T), and so 
I * g = 0 . 
Thus 
\\l * / L = 11^  * )^lloo 
< £ 
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and, since e > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, 
I * f = Q , 
that is, I e A^'iG) . 
To show the reverse inclusion suppose I i iP (G) and I * f = 0 for 
every f ^ L^ r\ L^iG) . If int(T) = • there is nothing to prove. Other-
wise choose Y ^ int(T) and fl^ , a relatively compact open neighbourhood of 
Y , such that 
fi^ c fi^ c int(T). 
We can find € L^ n C^ int(T)*-'^ ^ ^Y ' ^ ^Y ' since 
= 0 , t must vanish on and hence (see Gaudry [1], Lemma 2.13) on 
U ^ = int(T). 
Y€int(T)^ 
(b) (a). Suppose to the contrary that intCT)*^  is not an -S^-set. 
Then there exists / € L^ n such that f = 0 on intCT)"^  and 
f ^ W , the L^-closure of 
[g ^ L^ n iFiG) : g vanishes on a neighbourhood of intCT)*^ } . 
Using the Hahn-Banach theorem we can find a bounded linear functional T on 
L^CG) such that r(W) = {0} and T(f) =1. By Hewitt and Ross [1], (12.18), 
there exists I € L^'(G) such that for all g € L^(G) 
Tig) = gldX 
Jg 
- * giO) . 
Since T(W) = {0} it follows that I vanishes on int(T) and, by (b) ^  
I * f = 0 , 
contrary to assumption. // 
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1.3.5 COROLLARY. Let T c r and -p ^ £2, «>) . Then 
A^'(G) = [l € : I = 0 on i n t ( T ) } . 
Proof . This fo l lows from Theorem 1 .3 .4 and the fac t that f o r p > 2 
every c losed subset o f T i s an S^-seti see Theorem C.2.1 . 11 
1.4 Further estimates for on loca l l y compact ^ e l i a n groups 
I n i t i a l l y we give a resul t which shows that any estimate f o r 3^(a) 
w i l l apply equally wel l to when L i s a member of a certain family 
o f function spaces [which includes the L^-spaces). 
1.4.1 THEOREM. Let T c F and sicppose UG) satisfies (l.l.l), 
( 1 . 1 . 2 ) and has the additional property that there exists c Cqq(<7) suoh 
that for all f i UG) ^ 
l/ll^ = sup{||<|. * f\\^ : (}) € a. ( 1 . 4 . 1 ) 
Then 
3^(a) 2 g^Ca) (a i G) . 
Proof . Let (}) € and f ^ . Then (j) * / $ and, using 
( 1 . 4 . 1 ) , 
* ( / - /)lloo = * f) - * f\\ 
^ 3"(a)||ct> * f\l 
CO 
Thus 
II f - /II = sup ||(j) * [ f - f ] 
which gives the required r e su l t . / / 
00 We shal l now examine estimates f o r 3^(a) in two spec ia l cases. Our 
25 
first estimate is of the form 
3"(a) = 0((Ap(a)) 
( o f . Theorem 1.1.4). 
1.4.2 THEOREM. I f T c R s u p p o r t s n o t r u e p s e u d o m e a s u r e ( t h a t i s , 
e v e r y p s e u d o m e a s u r e o n V w h i c h i s s u p p o r t e d b y T i s a c t u a l l y a m e a s u r e ) 
t h e n 
^ K a x p ( a ) { a ^ G ) , 
w h e r e K = k(T) . 
Proof. Let f 6 L ' ^ i G ) . It follows from Theorem A.2.1 and the 
assumption that T supports no true pseudomeasure that there exists 
y € , supported by T , such that 
/s 
/ = y . 
Consider g € C(G) defined by 
= Y(ic)(iy(Y) ( x € G ) 
We shall prove that g = f locally almost everywhere. 
By Hewitt and Ross [1], (14.12) there exists a y-measurable function 
u such that 
and 
Let h i V ( T ) . Then 
g ( h ) = g ( K ) 
u d V - d\x 
U(Y)| = 1 (Y e r) 
G 
g ( x ) h J x ) d X ( . x ) 
(y) } h ^ U ) d \ ( x ) . 
Now X, |y| are positive measures, the function }p on G x r defined by 
ip : (a;, y) •Y(x)u(Y)h^(x) 
26 
i s X X | y | - m e a s u r a b l e (no te t h a t (rc, y) TC^) i s con t inuous ] and 41 
v a n i s h e s o f f a X x y - ( J - f i n i t e s e t . Fur thermore 
Y(x)u(Y)h^Cx) dX(x) 
Hence, by Hewi t t and Ross [ 1 ] , ( 1 3 . 1 0 ) , 
< 00 
= y(x)K(x)d\(x) tdu(y) 
hdu(y) 
= f(h) . 
As h ^ ViT) was chosen a r b i t r a r i l y and t h e F o u r i e r t r a n s f o r m i s o n e - t o -
one , g - f l o c a l l y almost everywhere . 
S ince y i s s u p p o r t e d by T we see t h a t 
\ n x ) - fix)\ = (Y(-a) - l)Y(a;)dy(Y) a; - l.a.e. 
J t 
But T s u p p o r t s no t r u e pseudomeagBire, whence i t f o l l o w s (see R.E. Edwards 
[ 3 ] , ( 3 . 2 ) ) t h a t T i s a Helson s e t and so (see Hewit t and Ross [ l ] , 
( 4 1 . 1 2 ) ) t h e r e e x i s t s K > 0 such t h a t 
II^ IIm 2 l^l-^ lloo • 
00 
As K = k (T ) i s independen t of t h e cho ice of / € Lr^iG) t h e r e s u l t 
f o l l o w s . / / 
In t h e second case we assume t h a t G i s t o t a l l y d i s c o n n e c t e d ; t h e 
00 
e s t i m a t e f o r 3-p(a) now t a k e s a very s imple fo rm. 
1 . 4 . 3 THEOREM. Let G be totally d-isoonneoted and suppose T is a 
relatively oompaot subset of T . Then there exists a oompaot open subgroup 
H of G such that 
a^Ca) = 0 
for all a ^ H . 
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Proof. Let 
V = {x i G : lY(ic) - i| < for all y € T} . 
Then F is a neighbourhood of zero in G and hence, since G is assumed 
to be totally disconnected, there exists a compact open subgroup Ha]/. 
It is clear that 
T C A C r , H) , 
indeed, if y € T then for all x € V 
yix) - l| < v^ , 
that is, for all x ^ H and n € Z 
- l| < /3 ; 
this can only hold if y(,x) = 1 . 
Now V = A(r, E) is a compact open subgroup of T and so we can 
appeal to Corollary 1.1.3 to deduce that 
h 
< 3 
= 0 
9(3V) 
e(v) 
for all CL H ^ thus proving the theorem. // 
1.5 The case where r contains a compactly generated open subgroup 
In the preceding sections we have been concerned with obtaining 
estimates for in terms of for suitable relatively compact 
sets T' c r . We can simplify the quantity cap,(a) whenever T contains 
a compactly generated open subgroup. 
1.5.1 THEOREM. Let T, FI C R where T is compact and ^ is a 
compactly genevated open subgroup. Then there exists a compact set c r 
and a finite set A c such that 
(jOpCa) < Koo^ C^a) + to^ (a) 
where k = k(T, T^, FL) . 
{a i G) , 
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Proof. We can assume without loss of generality that 0 € T . Since 
{y + fi : Y ^ T} is an open cover of the compact set T there exist 
Y^» Y2' 
T e S (Y + 
s=l ® 
where, without loss of generality, we can assume that Y. = 0 and Y i ^  
-L S 
for s > 1 . 
Now 
T, = T n (Y^  t 
is compact (recall that Q, is open, hence closed). Furthermore, as fi is 
assumed to be compactly generated, there is (see Hewitt and Ross [1], 
(5.13)) a relatively compact open neighbourhood V of 0 € F such that 
00 
fi = U mV . 
m=l 
Since, for each s € { l , 2, ...,n} , 
T c Y + ^^  s 's 
and -Y + T is compact, it follows that there is an integer m such S S s 
that 
rris 
-Y + T <= U WV s s m=l 
= ??? V . 
8 
Hence 
a)^ (^a) < lYgCcz) - l| + '"s'J^ v^ ^^  ^^ ^ ^ ^ 
n 
and, since T = U T^ and Y^ = 0 » it follows that 
(jo,p(a) 5 max |Y (a) - l| + max m Cj0„(a) 
= oay(a) + K(jo^ (^a) , 
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where A = {y y . . . . y } , k = max OT and T = V". 11 
^ " l<s5n ® ° 
1.5.2 COROLLARY. If r is oompaotly generated and T c F ie aompaot 
then there exists a compact set T^ c r and k = <(T, T^) such that 
(Ap(a) £ KW^^Ca) ia ^ G) , 
1.6 An estimate for 3^(0) on compact groups 
In this section we assume that the underlying group G is compact; i t 
need not be Abelian. The notation fol lowed w i l l be that of R.E. Edwards 
Given a f i n i t e dimensional continuous irreducible unitary representation 
U i G ^ with representation space H^ , d{U) w i l l denote i t s dimension and 
the ident i ty endomorphism of . The trace function on H^ w i l l be 
denoted by Tr . 
1.6.1 THEOREM. Let G be compact. If f i L^CG) (p € [1, <»]) and 
supp(f) = {u^, U^, Uj (is finite) then 
\\J - /IL S n max Tr[|[/ (a ) - I |] ||/|| {a ^ G) . 
Proof. Since supp(/) = V^^ U^l we must have 
n 
fix) = I a Tr[^ y (a;)'^] (x € G) , 
s=l ® ® ® 
where a € C , /I € End(H„ ) and U {x)* denotes the adjoint of U (x) . s s u^ s s 
Let k € C{G) be defined by 
n 
k{x) = X ix i G) . 
s=l 
Then 
^(t/g) = -Z'j;^  , s M l , 2, . . . , n} ; 
H v ) = 0 , U ^ G , V V f o r each s € { l , 2, . . . , n} . s 
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Hence 
and 
f = k * f 
/ - f= [k -k] * f . (1.6.1) 
Now, using the fact that each U (x)* is unitary (see R.E. Edwards [4], 
s ^ 
(A.2.11)}, 
a 
Ux) - kix) 
n 
1 Tr 
s=l 
n 
5 X Tr 
s=l 
y (a - i/ (cc) 
s s 
and so, by (1.6.1), 
/ - i^ip = - i^iiiifli 
5 n max Tr 
lss5n 
11/11 p 
= n max Tr[|i/_^(a) - |]||/| 
l5s<n 
Note that we may replace ^f by f^ in Theorem 1.6.1. 
1.7 An application 
// 
We shall consider estimates for 3rp(a) when G is taken to be the 
circle group (note that similar results could be formulated for the real 
line). For the sake of presentation the quantities 3rp(exp(ta)) , 
a)^(exp(ia)} and will be abbreviated by B^Ca) , a)~(a) and ^f 
respectively, where a € [0, 2tt) . 
1.7.1 THEOREM. Let T = {-n, -n+1, ..., n-1, n} ^ wheve n i . 
Theriy for all a € [0, 27t) j 
^^(a) < a)^(a) . (1.7.1) 
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Proof. Since T is an .S-set Theorem 1.1.2 and Remark 1.1.6 combine 
to yield 
h 
6~(a) 5 
e(T-V) 
W ) 
(1.7.2) ((4p_y(a) + co^(a)) 
where V is any finite subset of Z . Taking V = T the result 
follows. // 
It is easily shown that if we use (1.7.2) then there is no possibility 
of replacing by 1 in (1.7.1). In fact we have: 
1.7.2 LEMMA. Let T = {-n, -n+1, n-l, n} , wheve n i . Then 
f o r any f i n i t e set V c Z theve e x i s t s 6 > 0 suoh that 
+ a)^(a)) > /2 (4p(a) (a € [0, 6)) . 
Proof. Choose any set V c Z with m elements and element of 
greatest modulus having modulus p say. Clearly 6(V) = m , 
e(T-V) > 2n + m and w < 2p + 1 . Also, since sin(a;) increases with x 
on [0, tt/2] , we have that for all a ^ 0, — 
•p-m 
(a) > (ja^ (a) . 
There are two cases to consider; firstly, for m < 2n 1 , 
6(T-V) 
i - w j 
% 
K - V ^ ^ ^ + u)^(a)) > 
2nm 
m 
% 
a)^(a) 
> ^/2 a € [o , 
-
Otherwise, for m > 2n + 1 , we make use of the inequality 
2 
sin(a) > 
77 
a ( a 5 77/2) 
to obtain 
(a) = max sin 
seV 
> 2 max 
77 
s€V 
= E 
77 
sa 
sa 
2 
5 i\/2 
32 
and similarly 
T-V ~ 7T a 
(p+n)a < TT/2 
Hence, for a € 0, IT 
p+n 
e(T-V) 
w r 
> 2 
TT 
> 2 
7T 
^ 1 
TT 
> 6 
~ TT 
1 + 
1 + 
1 + 
1 + 
2n 
m 
2n 
m 
2n 
m 
2n 
m 
(2p+n) 
m+n-1 
n 
a 
na 
m+n-1 
n sin 
na 
m+n-1 , . 
aj^ (a) 
> /2 (4p(a) 
and the result follows with 6 = IT p+n 11 
It might be conjectiired that some more refined argument would yield the 
constant 1 in (1.7.1). However we shall demonstrate that this is, in 
general, not possible by exhibiting finite sets T (each containing zero) 
such that 
3^(a) 5 aaj^ (a) 
implies that a > 1 . We require some preliminary results. 
(a ^ [0, 2Tr)) 
1.7.3 THEOREM. Let m, n ^ I ^ wheve m > n 
exist non-zero a, 3 € Z sudh that 
> 0 . Then there 
1 + ae + 3e < a n m °° + (1.7.3) 
where e : x ^ expiinx) . n 
Proof. It will be sufficient to consider the case m > n > 0 . We 
put a - ms , 3 = -ns , and show that s € Z can be chosen so that (1.7.3) 
holds. 
Consider the fimction 
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/ = 1 + mse - nse , 
n m * 
where s € Z\{o} , and define ^ on R by 
Hx) = 
2 2 2 2 9 
= l + OTs + n s + 2ms cos(nx) - 2ns cos(mx) - 2rms cos[{m-n)x] . 
We see that h is continuous and periodic with period at most 2tt . Hence 
h must attain its maximum on [0, 27r) and thus, in order to verify 
(1.7.3), all we have to show is that if h [ x ^ = then, for a suitable 
choice of s , 
< s'^im + n)^ (1.7.4) 
(recall that h> 0 ). It appears that there are two cases to consider: 
(1.7.5) 
cos((w - n)x^ = -1 . (1.7.6) 
If (1.7.5) holds then 
hix^ = s^ m^ + n^ - 2rnn cos[{.m - n)x^] + s[2m cos(na;Q) - 2n cos[mx^]] + 1 
2 2 < s (m + n) 
cos[(m - n)x^] -1 ; 
provided is taken sufficiently large, say |s| > s '1 • 
Otherwise, if (1.7.5) holds, consider 
0 = 
= -2rms sin(mrQ) + 2rms sin(wa;^) + 2rm{m - sin((m - n)x^ 
= 2mns {sxn[inx^ - sin[m;Q) + s(m - n)sin[(m - n)^;^)) 
= krms sin m-n 
2 
cos m+n X 2 0 + s(m - n)cos 
m-n 
2 0 
Thus either 
sin m-n x^ 2 "-0 = 0 (1.7.7) 
or 
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cos 
w+n 
2 + s(m - n) cos 
m-n 
2 = 0 . (1.7.8) 
Now it is impossible for both (1.7.6) and (1.7.7) to be true; consequently 
(1.7.8) holds and since, by (1.7.6), 
(m-n)x^ = (2t + Dtt 
for some t i 1 , ^ e have that 
\mn 
= 0 , 
that is. 
im + = {2t' + Dtt 
for some t ' € Z . It follows that for any s € Z such that 
sign(s) = (-1) 
we have 
= + n)^ + 2s[mi-l)^' ^ + n(-l)^"^^') + 1 
2 2 - s {m + n) - 2 s (m + n) + 1 
< s'^im + n)^ . 
Now put 
s = 
Then (1.7.3) is satisfied with tx - ms and 3 = -ns 
1.7.4 COROLLARY. Let 
T = {o, n ^ , ..., n ^ , m} , 
wher>e o < 
11 
< ... < n < m . 
1 s 
oo 
sub space of L (T) such that for all f € S and a € (tt/w, 2TT/m) 
il/ - /lloo ^  ' 
Then 1 , e € S implies i^at e t 5 . 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that 1, e , e € S . By Theorem 
n^ m 
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1.7.3 we can find a, 3 ^ Z such that 
111 + oe + Be II < 
ris 
a 
Furthermore 
f = 1 + ae +3e € S 
ris ' m 
Hence, for all a € i'^ /m, 2tt/OT) , 
11/ - f\L ^  ll/IIco ' 
that is, using Kronecker's theorem (see Katznelson [1], Chapter VI, (9.2)), 
a| lexp(-in^a) - l| + |3||exp(-im) - l| < (jL)^ (a)(|a| + |3|) (1.7.9) 
for all a € (ir/m, 2T\/m) (in which case note that (jo^ (a) # 0 }. 
Now, since 0 < n < m , 
exp 
exp 
[ ^ ' m j 
- 1 
. TT 
-^m — 
m 
- 1 
= 0 , 
= 2 , 
exp 
exp 
2ir, -^n — - 1 
s m 
-^n — - 1 
s m 
> 0 
< 2 
and so we infer (using the Intermediate Value theorem) the existence of 
a^ € (7T/;n, 2i\/m) such that 
exp(-imaQ] - l| = - 1 
or, equivalently, 
sin 
•ma. 
sin 
n a.^  
s 0 
ma. n UQ 
As € (tt/2, it) and — € (O, tt) we must have 
(1.7.10) 
ma^ 
= (0, 1T/2) , 
and it follows that 
co^ (aQ) = - l| . 
Thus (1.7.9) and (1.7.10) imply that 
|a + B < a + 3 
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( r e c a l l t h a t 0 } and we Lave a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . / / 
We can now c h a r a c t e r i s e those f i n i t e s e t s T e Z containing zero f o r 
which the constant in ( 1 . 7 . 1 ) can be rep laced by 1 . 
1 . 7 . 5 THEOREM. Sisppose T c Z is finite and 0 € T . Then 
5 ( 1 . 7 . 1 1 ) 
fov all a ^ [ 0 , 27t) if and only if 
T c { o , - n , n} 
for some n ^ 'C . 
Proof. Suppose t h a t T c {O, -n, n} , where n € . We can a s s 
tha t T = { 0 , - n , n} . Put 
ume 
f = 1 + ae + 3e , - n n 
where a , 3 € C . Then 
f = -aine + ^ine -n n 
and, us ing Kronecker 's theorem, 
ll/'lioo = ^ ( k l + | 6 | ) . 
But B e r n s t e i n ' s inequa l i ty g ives 
ll/'lloo 2 ^ll/IL ' 
whence ( s i n c e n # 0 ) i t fo l lows (once more us ing Kronecker's theorem) t h a t 
11^/- /lioo = | a | |exp(-z:m) - l | + | 31 | exp(-^na) - 1 
Conversely, i f T (j: { o , - n , n} f o r any n € Z"*" , then ( tak ing -T in 
p l ace of T i f neces sary ) we have 
T ' = { o , w} c T e ^ D T l i ^ T T T T ' Y ' T ' r m ; " - ^ 
f o r some n^ , . . . , n € Z , where m> n > . . . > n , > 0 . Now I s s i 
L^ , (T) i s a t r a n s l a t i o n - i n v a r i a n t subspace of L°°(T) s a t i s f y i n g ( 1 . 7 . 1 1 ) . 
OO 
Furthermore l , e , e € l . ,^ , (T) , cont rad ic t ing Corol lary 1 . 7 . 4 . 
n^ m i 11 
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CHAPTER 2 
A CONVERSE OF BERNSTEIN'S INEQUALITY FOR LOCALLY COMPACT GROUPS 
2.0 Introduction 
In Chapter 1 we have been investigating inequal i t ies of the form 
5 , (2.0.1) 
where a G , T, T' c r are re la t ive ly compact, L i s a translat ion-
invariant subspace o f some which s a t i s f i e s both ( 1 . 1 . 1 ) and ( 1 . 1 . 2 ) , 
and K > 0 depends on T and T ' . The space of functions f o r which 
inequal i t ies o f the type ( 2 . 0 .1 ) have been found i s L^(G) , and a l l o f the 
proofs given depend to some extent on the fac t that 
U{Z(/) : f ^ L^(G)} 
i s r e l a t i v e l y compact. 
It i s the aim of th is chapter to show that the above dependence is 
necessary to obtain inequal i t ies of the form ( 2 . 0 . 1 ) ; more prec i se ly , we 
shal l prove that i f S i s a translation-invariant subspace of L^(G) 
(p € [ 1 , °°]) and 
a)(a) = sup{||^/ - /lip : f € S, \\f\\^ < l} (a € G) 
i s such that lim iji(a) = 0 , then U{Z(/ ) : / € S} i s r e la t i ve ly compact. 
a-^0 
2.1 The case where G is Abelian 
We shal l require two technical lemmas before embarking upon the proof 
o f the resul t stated immediately above. The f i r s t lemma is a very spec ia l 
case of the Wiener-Levy theorem. 
2.1.1 LEMMA. Suppose we are given y € T and k 6 such that 
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1 = 1 . Then for ccny e > 0 we can find I € i\g) such that H = 1 
on a neighboia>hood of y and. < 1 + e . 
Proof. Choose 6 € (O, 1) satisfying 
6C1 - < e/2 . (2.1.1) 
Since iykT^O) = 1 , Reiter £1], Chapter 5, 2.3 (5) asserts the existence 
of h i such that < 1 + e/2 , ^ = 1 on a neighbourhood of 
zero, and 
Uyk) * h - h\\^ < 6 . (2.1.2) 
Putting h^ = yh , (2.1.2) yields 
\\k * h^ - h^W^ < 6 (2.1.3) 
and clearly fi^ = 1 on a neighbourhood ft^ of y and ll^ l^lj^  < 1 + e/2 
As 6 < 1 it appears from (2.1.3) that the series 
\ + Z * h^ - hj 
*n 
n>l Y Y' 
(2.1.4) 
1. converges in L (G) to I say. For X € we have 
kixmx) = k(x) 1 + I -
n>l 
= 1 . 
A combination of (2.1.1), (2,1.3) and (2.1.4) gives us 
n>l 
>-l < 1 + e/2 + 6(1 - 6)" 
< 1 + e . // 
2.1.2 LEMMA. Let 6 € Co, l) . Suppose that y ^V and a ^ G 
satisfy 
yia) - 1 > 1 - 6 . 
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Then we cm find <p, ip in /.^C^?) suoh that $ = 1 on a neighbourhood of 
Y 4 
and 
,p = ^ ^ - ip 
, - 1 , ijjll^  < (1 - 6) ^ (1 + 6) . 
Proof. By Theorem B.1.1 we can find k € L^(G) such that k(y) = 1 
and = 1 . Since 
(Y(a) - - ky(y) = 1 
we can appeal to Lemma 2.1.1 to deduce the existence of Z € such 
that < 1 + 6 and 
(^(a) - - k f t - 1 a (2.1.5) 
on a neighbourhood of y . Now put 
= (Y(a) - * I 
and 
,p = ^ip - ip , 
Then (2.1.5) shows that ^ = 1 on a neighbourhood of y j and clearly 
1 T(a) -
< (1 - 6) -^ (1 + 6) . // 
We can now prove: 
2.1.3 THEOREM. Suppose that S is a translation-invariant stibspace 
of (p € [1, CO]) ^  that for all a ^ G 
u^(a) = sup{||/ - /lip : f ll/llp 5 1} , (2.1.6) 
and that lim w(a) = o . Then A = U{E(/) : / € S} is relatively compact. 
a->0 
Proof. As w is unchanged if we replace S by S in (2.1.6) we 
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can assume t h a t S i s c l o s e d . 
Suppose t h a t A i s no t r e l a t i v e l y compact. Then, i f V i s any 
neighbourhood of ze ro in G and 5 > Q i s g iven , we can f i n d ay ^ V , 
fy € S and Yy ^ ^ [ f y ] such t h a t 
yy[ay] - l | > 1 - 6 ( 2 . 1 . 7 ) 
( f o r i f lyCa) - l | < 1 - 6 f o r a l l a € 7 and a l l y € A , we could 
appeal t o (23 .16) of Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] t o deduce t h a t A~ i s compact, 
con t r a ry t o assumpt ion) . Taking 6 = 1 / 4 , and r e c a l l i n g ( 2 . 1 . 7 ) , Lemma 2 . 1 . 2 
impl ies t h e e x i s t e n c e of an open neighbourhood Qy of jy , and (f)^, \l)y in 
1 ^ L (G) such t h a t = 1 on ^y , 
h -- ay% - '^F 
and < 2 . 
Choose any ky L^ (G) such t h a t = 1 • Using the d e f i n i t i o n s of 
of ^y and ipy we have 
^V * fy '^V * ^V * ^V 
= % * iaj'v- ^F) • 
Since S i s assumed t o be a c losed t r a n s l a t i o n - i n v a r i a n t subspace of Lp(.G) 
t he proof of R e i t e r [ 1 ] , Chapter 3, 5 .8 can be used t o show t h a t 
h * fy € S ( 2 . 1 . 9 ) 
f o r a l l h € L^(G) (note t h a t f o r p = oo i t fo l lows from ( 2 . 1 . 6 ) , t he 
assumption t h a t l im a3(a) = 0 and t he main r e s u l t of D.A. Edwards [ 1 ] t h a t 
f y i s equa l l o c a l l y almost everywhere t o a un i formly continuoiis f m c t i o n ] . 
Combining ( 2 . 1 . 6 ) , ( 2 . 1 . 8 ) and ( 2 . 1 . 9 ) , 
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* fyWp ^ K h K h ^yllp 
< 2t^[ay}\\ky * f^W^ . (2.1.10) 
As Yy ^ ^[fy] and ^^.(Yy) 0 we see that ky * f^ ^ 0 and so, by 
(2.1.10), 
oi[ay] > 1/2 . (2.1.11) 
Now consider the net [a^ , where V ranges over the set of 
neighbourhoods of zero, part ia l ly ordered by 
F F' i f and only i f 7 ^ 7 ' . 
Clearly we have that [uy] converges to Q ; but (2.1.11) holds for a l l 
V , contradicting the assumption that lim u^ia) = 0 . Hence our assumption 
that A is not re lat ive ly compact was fa lse. // 
We easi ly obtain the following analogous result fo r Mj^ iG) . 
2.1.4 COROLLARY. Suppose that S is a translation-invccriant sub-
space of , that 
w(a) = sup{||^ iJ - : y € S, < i } {a i G) , 
and that lim (ja(a) = 0 . Then U{supp(ii) : y € S} is relatively oompact. 
a-H) 
Proof. I t follows from the assumption that lim a3(a) = 0 and R.E. 
a^ 
Edwards [ 1 ] , Corollary 3 that any y ^ S is generated by an L^-function. 
Let 
S' = { / € 'L^(G) : f generates a measure in 5} . 
Then S' is a translation-invariant subspace of satisfying the 
condit 
ions of Theorem 2.1.3 5 fpom which we deduce "thsli i ^ ^ S ' } is 
re la t ive ly compact. Since / = y^. , where y^ is the measure generated by f , and any y £ S is y^ for some / 6 S' , we can conclude (note that 
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f o r f e we have E(/) = supp(/) ; see Theorem A.2.1) that 
r 
UisuppCy) : y € S} is relatively compact. // 
2.2 A more refined result for and C (G) 
u 
I t appears that f o r L^Ct?) and C (G) there is a result similar to 
u 
that of Theorem 2.1.3 which only requires that o) should sa t i s f y 
wCa) < a < 1 (2 .2 .1 ) 
f o r a l l a € C , where C a G is a compact set with \iC) > 0 and 
a € (0 , 1) . For we need the fol lowing preliminary result : 
2.2.1 LEMMA. Let S be an ideal of L^(G) and suppose y ^ T and 
f € S are suoh that f(y) ^ o . Then there exists k ^ S suah that 
Hy) - 1 and = 1 . 
Proof. We put 
n = X ^ r : |/(x)| > M f ( y ) 
2 
Since f is continuous we must have that is open. Now we can f ind a 
r e l a t i v e l y compact open set fl' such that 
Y , 
and an open symmetric neighbourhood V of zero such that 
Y + 2V c: fl' . 
/N 
As f is bounded away from zero on we can use the Wiener-Levy 
theorem to deduce the existence of g ^ L^(G) such that fg=l on . 
Furthermore, by Theorem B.1.1, we can f ind k € L (^G )^ such that U(y) = 1 , 
supp(^) c: Y + 2V and = 1 . Hence 
k = k * f * g 
and, since S is an idea l , i t must contain k . // 
We now have: 
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2.2.2 THEOREM. Suppose that S is a translation-invariant subspace 
of and that 
a)(a) = sup{||^/ - : f ^S, 11/11^  5 1} (a € (?) 
satisfies ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) for some a € (O, 1) and oompaot set C czG with 
KC) > 0 . Then U{supp(/) : f ^ S} is relatively compact. 
Proof. Since ai(a) i s unchanged i f we replace S by S~ we can 
assume that S i s c losed. 
Put 
^ = {X € r : /(x) 0 f o r some f € S} 
and choose y € ^^  • Since S i s a closed translation-invariant subspace 
of L^iG) i t must be a closed ideal (see Reiter [ 1 ] , Chapter 3, 5.8) and 
hence we can appeal to Lemma 2 .2 .1 to deduce the existence of k ^ S such 
that kiy) = 1 and = 1 . Then 
that i s 5 f o r a l l y ^ and a ^ G 
y(.a) - l| 2 w(a) . ( 2 .2 .2 ) 
Now l e t 
n(C, a) = {x € r : |x(a) - l| < a f o r a l l a € C} . 
Clearly , using ( 2 .2 .2 ) and the fac t that oo s a t i s f i e s ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) , 
c n(C, a) 
and since (see Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , (23.16)) n(C, a) i s re la t ive ly compact, 
so i s fi . / / 
For C^(^) proof takes a d i f f e rent form. 
2.2.3 THEOREM. Suppose that S is a translation-invariant subspace 
of C (G) and that 
u 
a)(a) = sup{||/ - / t = / ^ -S, l l / L - 1} ^ 
satisfies ( 2 .2 .1 ) for some a € (0 , 1) and oompaat set C a G with 
X(C) > 0 . Then A = U{Z(/) \ f i S} is relatively compact. 
Proof. Choose any f ^ S and y ^ T.if) . Since f is tmiformly 
continuous we can use Domar [ 1 ] , 4.42 to deduce that y is the narrow l imit 
of f i n i t e l inear combinations of translates of / ; in part icular , given 
e > 0 and a € G , we can f ind a^ € G , \ ^ ^ (n = 1, 2, . . . , w) such 
that 
m 
yCx) - E a fix) 
n=l " ^^  
< e (x ^ { 0 , a}) 
and 
m 
y a f 
nk " ^ 
< 1 + e 
Then 
y(a) - 1 
m 
n=i ^ ^ 
m m 
I a „ / ( a ) - I a / ( o ) 
n=i ^ ^ 
m 
I . - 1 
n=l n a„ 
< 2e + l a / - Z a / 
-a^n=l n i l 
and, as ^ a / € S , we have 
n=l ^^ 
y{a) - l| < 2e + w(a) ( l + e) . 
Since e > 0 was chosen arbitrari ly 
Y(a) - l| ^ w(a) ; 
this inequality holds f o r a l l a ^ G and y 6 A . 
The result now follows using the argument in the last paragraph of the 
proof of Theorem 2 .2 .2 . / / 
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2.3 The case where G is compact 
In this section we follow the notation in R.E. Edwards [4] (some of 
which has already been introduced in 1.5). In addition we let [E(G) , ||'||) 
denote any of the spaces L^CG) (p € [1, «>)) or C(G) , each taken with 
its usual norm. The following two results are stated for left translates 
although, clearly, they hold equally well for right translates. 
2.3.1 THEOREM. Suppose that S is a left tvanslation-invariant 
subspaoe of E(G) ^ that 
a)(a) = sup{||^ - /II : / € S , ||/|| - l} (a ^ G) , 
and that lim co(a) = 0 . Then U{supp(/) : / C S} is finite, 
a-^ 
Proof. As (jJ is unchanged if we replace S by S we can assume 
that 5 is closed. 
Consider the unit disc in S ; 
Z = {/ 6 S : 11/11 5 1} . 
It follows immediately from the Weil criterion or, when E{G) = C(G) , from 
Ascoli's theorem that Z is compact in E(G) . We can now use the Riesz 
theorem (R.E. Edwards [2], p. 65) to deduce that 5 is finite dimensional. 
Let {/. 3 /^ 5 •. • J / } be a basis for 5 . Since, for every / € S , 
supp(/) C u supp(/ J , 
m^l 
it will suffice to show that supp is finite for all 
w € {1, 2, ..., n} . 
However, if this were false, there would exist m i {l, 2, ..., n} and 
r 1 °° . . an infinite sequence j of distinct elements of G such that 
® s=l 
f [U ] # 0 for every s € {l, 2, ...} . Define h € C(G) by 
J7l S S 
h ix) = d{u }Tr[^/ ix)*] (x ^ G) . 
4 6 
Since S is assumed to be a closed left translation-invariant subspace of 
E(.G) it is a left ideal (in E((?)} ; hence ^Q * f^ ^ ^ every 
s € {1, 2 , ...} . Also 
where 
(S - t) 
is f t) . 
r °° 
We see that \h * / ] • _ - , is linearly independent in S ; for suppose S S "" X 
there exist a ^ C such that s 
s' 
Then for all t 
s' 
I * f ^ i u , ] - 0 
S — _L 
and, by (2.3.1), 
s ' 
that is, 
S —_L 
O^Jr, f [Uj = 0 . 
Since f [u ] 0 it follows that a, = 0 for all t . Hence 
oo 
h * / } _ - , is linearly independent in S , contradicting the fact that S s m 
is finite dimensional. 
Consequently s u p p { f j is finite for all m £ {l, 2, ..., n) , and the 
theorem is proved. // 
2.3.2 COROLLARY. Suppose that S is a left tvanslation-invaHant 
4 7 
subspace of L°°(G) ^ that for all a ^ G 
Ua) = sup{||^/ - : f ^ S, 11/11^  5 1} . ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) 
and that lira co(a) = 0 . Then U{supp(/) : / € S} is finite. 
a^O 
Proof . I t fo l lows from ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) and the proof o f the main resu l t of D. 
A. Edwards [ 1 ] that every f ^ S i s equal almost everywhere to a (uniformly) 
continuous funct ion . The problem i s then reducible to that covered by the 
case E(G) = C(G) o f Theorem 2 .3 .1 . 11 
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CHAPTER 3 
A DERIVATIVE FORM OF BERNSTEIN'S INEQUALITY AND 
ITS CONVERSE FOR LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN GROUPS 
3.0 Introduction 
The type of estimate obtained for in Chapter 1 can be linked 
with the "classical" Bernstein inequality by considering differentiation 
along a one-parameter subgroup of G . 
Let be a one-parameter subgroup of G , that is 5 = p(R) , where 
p is a continuous homomorphism of R into G . We define f ^ L(G) (with 
L(G) as in l.l] to be /.-differentiable along p if and only if 
D^f = lim , - f] 
exists in L(G) . The subspace of L(G) of all those functions which are 
L-differentiable along p will be denoted by • We shall also 
abbreviate D^ (respectively (G) ) to Z^ (respectively G) 
Using (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) it is easily shown that if k € V^(G) and 
f 6 V''(G) then k * f e V^(G) and P P 
D^(k * f) = nhi * f = k * D^^f . (3.0.1) 
Similarly for p, q, r € [1, satisfying + = l (with the 
usual convention in case any of p, q or r equals °° ) we have that 
f * g e V^(G) whenever f ^ if (G) and g € , and 
Dpif * g) - I^/ * g = f * D'l^g 
of. Hewitt and Ross [1], (20.18). 
It will appear in Theorem 3.1.3 that for any L and any p (as above) 
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/.^(G) CI V^(G) , 
where T is relatively compact; s f . Katznelson [1], Chapter VI, Section 
Exercise 6. With this in mind we shall examine a derivative analogue of 
Bernstein's inequality for the space . 
3.1 Bernstein's inequality for differentiation along a one-parameter 
subgroup 
Let p be a continuous homomorphism of R into G . To each Y f T 
there corresponds a unique ^^ ^ R , defined by 
Y^pCr)) = exp(iC^p) (r e R) 
(note that Y ° P is a continuous character of R ). We then have: 
3.1.1 LEMMA. The real-valued function K on Y ^ defined by 
A(Y) = C^ . 
is continuous. 
Proof. As A is a homomorphism of T into R it suffices to prove 
that it is continuous at zero. In view of 1.2.6 of Rudin [1] all we have to 
show is that given a compact set C c: R and e > 0 , 
sup |exp (iACY)?"} - l| < e (3.1.1) 
for all Y in some neighbourhood of zero. 
Now (3.1.1) is equivalent to 
sup |y(p(^)] - l| < £ , 
r^C 
which is implied by 
sup y(^) - l | < e . (3.1.2) 
x^p(C) 
Since p is continuous and C c: R is compact p(C) must be compact in 
G ; hence, by Rudin [1], 1.2.6 again, 
fi = {y ^ r : sup \y(x) - l| < e 
x^p(C) 
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is a neighbourhood of zero. Using (3 .1 .2) we see that (3 .1 .1 ) holds f o r 
a l l Y ^ . 11 
As a preliminary result we require: 
3 .1 .2 LEMMA. Let T c r he relatively oompaot. Then we can find 
k ^ r\ such that k = i on a neighbourhood of T ^ ^ 
and k € V^(G) . Furthermore D^k € L^ n C^(G) and [vhy ^ CQQ(r) . 
Proof. Let fi be a relatively compact neighbourhood of T . Then, 
f o r any relat ively compact non-void open set V , fl + V - V is relatively 
compact. Let g, h be those elements of L (G) having Fourier transforms 
^V ^fi-V ^®spectively and put k = ^(."^V^gh . Furthermore define 
0 = + , 
2 where (p, ijj ^ L (G) are chosen having Fourier transforms A^^, A ^ ^ 
respectively ( reca l l that by Lemma 3.1 .1 , A is continuous). Then (cf. 
the proof of Theorem B.1.1) k, j € L^ n C^(G) , fc, j € C^^CD and k = 1 
on a neighbourhood of T . 
Now ( f o r r ^ 0 ) consider 
- i t^ - ^ f e p t r t r f ^ - rf llj. 
- 9) - m^m^ 
. (3 .1 .3) 
5 e(v)"^ 
We shall prove that each of the terms in (3 .1 .3) tends to 0 in the l imit 
as r tends to 0 . 
By Plancherel's theorem we have 
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- - = - g] •p(i') 
I^ IL sup |2'"^(y(p(2')) - l) -
Y^ V 
2 Il^ ll2sup||r - l) - : € A(V ) | . 
If Cy 0 then 
-1 
^ - l) - ic, 'Y 
r e^xp .1 
I ^Y 
exp 
I ^Y , 
- exp - ^ 
s 
-In • r 2s in 
-
^ C, Y 
- 1 
sin 
V 
- i U V 
^Y 
- 1 1 - exp 
I ^Y 
Now A(V ) is compact and hence we can find C > 0 such that 
A(V") c [-C, C] . (3.1.4) 
Since 1 - a; ^sin(a:) increases with x on (O, it] , reference to (3.1.4) 
yields 
k V 
- 1 
sin - 1 
- 1 
sin - 1 
for al l non-zero r € [-2itC 2771; . Furthermore, as sin(cc) increases 
with X on [0, 7t/2] , appealing to (3.1.4) again gives 
.1 1 - exp sin 
i K ' - j 
5 2 sin 
for all r € 27T^  . Hence 
sup - 1) - ic^l : ^ A(V ) | 
-1 
sin - 1 t 2 sin H 
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f o r a l l non-zero r € , and i t fo l lows that 
lim sup||p ^ (exp( ic^r ) - l ) - : € A(V ) | = 0 . 
Thus the f i r s t term in (3 .1 .3 ) tends to 0 as r tends to 0 . The second 
term is treated s imi lar ly . For the third term see Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , 
(20.4) and use the continuity of p . 
I t fo l lows that k ^ > and Dhi - j s a t i s f i e s the hypotheses of 
the lemma. // 
Using the notation of the proof of Lemma 3.1.2 we obtain: 
3 . 1 . 3 THEOREM. Let be a relatively oompaat subset of F and 
suppose f ^ . Then D^f exists and D^f - j * f • 
Proof. For any r ^ 0 we have 
- f ) - 3 * fw^ - - * f - j * f\\L 
which, by Lemma 3.1.2, tends to 0 as tends to 0 . Hence the result 
fo l lows. // 
3 . 1 . 4 COROLLARY. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1.3 are 
satisfied. Then 
where k = k ( T , fi, V) is independent of the choice of f ^ Lr^(G) . 
3.1.5 REMARK. I t i s eas i ly seen that once fl and V (and hence j ) 
have been chosen as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.2 then Theorem 3.1.3 holds f o r 
any ( r e l a t i v e l y compact) set T c fi . 
3.1.6 REMARK. The constant k in Corollary 3.1.4 is given by 
K = IIJIK 
^ f e ( f i - v ) l 
I E ( ^ ) 
J, -s 
sup A(y) + sup A ( Y ) 
Y^V 
(3 .1 .5 ) 
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(although this is not necessarily the best possible). Alternatively, once 
we know that f € L^(G) is L-differentiatle along p , then the definition 
of Op/ gives us 
< lim inf 
L 
11/11 ; 
Corollary 3.1.4 with K as in (3.1.5) now follows readily from Theorem 
1.1.2. 
3.2 A converse result 
In this section we consider a converse result for the derivative form 
of Bernstein's inequality obtained in 3.1. As a preliminary result we 
require: 
3,2.1 LEMMA. Let y ^ T and e > o be given. Then we can find 
fe € L^ n such that = 1 ^ = i and 
- < e . (3.2.1) 
Proof. Choose V to be a relatively compact open symmetric 
neighbourhood of zero in T such that for all X ^ ^ 
C^l < e/2 . (3.2.2) 
We now follow the proof of Lemma 3.1.2 with V as above and fi replaced by 
Y to select k ^ L^ n such that \\k\\^ = 1 , k(y) = i and 
k € V^(G) . 
P 
To prove that (3.2.1) holds for this choice of k we observe that 
wh. - iKkW^ = e(v)-i||(j,;z + -
(3.2.3) 
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Now llg-ll = ll^zll = e(V)^ . Furthermore, using (3.2.2), 
5 e/2 e(v)^ 
and 
- y l l 2 = 
Y+V 
Y+V 
S - S i 
% 
'X-Y 
'dx 
< e/2 e(V)^ . 
These estimates combine with (3.2.3) to give 
llOpfc - iC^fclli 2 e , 
as required. // 
The converse result we obtain will be in terms of a familv In I of 
continuous homomorphisms of R into G • It is to be expected that any 
result in this direction would, to a certain extent, depend on how "large" 
in G is the subgroup generated by U p (R) . We describe this 
"largeness" as follows: 
To each c € / will correspond a map A (as in Lemma 3.1.1) where 
c 
A (Y) = 
c ' ^Y 
(y ^ r) . 
We shall say that (the family) {p } is jointly-proper if T c T 
c c ^  / 
is relatively compact whenever A (T) is relatively compact in R 
c 
for all c € / ; c f . Bourbaki [1], I, Section 10.3, Proposition 7, 
Consider the following statements: 
(a) 
ce/ 
is jointly-proper; 
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(b) E c: r has the property that for every t € I there exists 
< > 0 such that if y € 'E and fi is a relatively compact open neighbour-
hood of Y , then there exists / € L n V^ (G) with y ^ U f ) and 
Y iii p 
o 
(c) 5 is relatively compact. 
Our converse result is then: 
3.2.2 THEOREM, If (a) holds then (b) (c) for all E c r . 
Proof. Suppose E is a non-void siibset of F with the property stated 
in (b). Choose y ^ 5 and c € / , and take k as in Lemma 3.2.1 
c 
satisfying (3.2.1) with p = p and e = 1/2. Since k (y) = 1 we can 
c c 
appeal to Lemma 2.1.1 to deduce the existence of I ^ such that 
c 
k I = 1 on some relatively compact open neighbourhood fi of y and 
C o C 
Now, by assumption, there exists f^ ^ L^ n V^ (G) with y ^ ^ [ f j ] 
and 
iii-p /^ii, ^ 
c 
By the choice of k we have that 
L 
D^ k - ilj'k 
I P^ c S c Y 
and [using (3.0.1)) 
C I life. * 
Y y'L fe, * K L L - ^ 
5 (K +1/2)11/11^ , (3.2.U) 
the latter step using (b). But 
f = k * I * f 
L c •'y 
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and so 
- * • 
This, combined with (3.2.4) and the fact that k * f t 0 , gives c Y 
5 2K + 1 . t 
This means that A (E) is relatively compact in R for each c € / 
and hence, as {p } is assumed to be jointly-proper, H must be 
relatively compact. // 
As a converse to Theorem 3.2.2 we also have: 
3.2.3 THEOREM. If there exists p € [1, «>] such that (b) => (c) 
[with UG) = ] for all 5 c r then (a) holds. 
Proof. Suppose that T is a non-relatively compact subset of T for 
which each A (T) is relatively compact in R . Without loss of generality c 
we can assume that T is closed. 
For every c 6 / choose a corresponding positive k € R such that c 
A (T) c L> - i< iK (3.2.5) 
and let V be any symmetric relatively compact open neighbourhood of zero c 
in r satisfying 
Aj2V^) e 1 1 f ^ c j (3.2.6) 
Now, given y ^ ^  , we can find a relatively compact open neighbourhood 
Q, (y) of Y such that fl (y) <= y + V and c c c 
(y) - V ) 5 2e(v } . C/ C (/ 
Put 
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2 
where g^, h^, (f)^, i n L (G) a r e chosen as i n t h e p roo f of Lemma 3 . 1 . 2 
(with ^ = QAy) and V = V^ ) . Then, u s i n g ( 3 . 2 . 5 ) , ( 3 . 2 . 6 ) and t h e 
d e f i n i t i o n of fi (y ) , we have c 
^ 2v^ K^ . ( 3 . 2 . 7 ) 
Now, i f n i s any r e l a t i v e l y compact open neighbourhood of y , we can 
f i n d f € (y)^^^ ^ ^ ^^^ ' Theorem 3 . 1 . 3 we s e e t h a t f o r 
L> 
a l l c € / , f ^ (G) and (making use of Remark 3 . 1 . 5 ) f = j^ * f • 
By ( 3 . 2 . 7 ) 
Pc ^ ^ ^ Pc^ 
f\L = * f 
Pc P 
5 kJI/II^ . 
Thus T has t h e p r o p e r t y s t a t e d i n (b) bu t i s n o t r e l a t i v e l y compact , and 
t h e r e s u l t f o l l o w s . / / 
3.3 A necessary and sufficient condition for certain {p } to be 
jointly-proper 
The r ema inde r of t h i s c h a p t e r i s s p e n t c o n s i d e r i n g t h e s i g n i f i c a n c e of 
c e r t a i n {p } b e i n g j o i n t l y - p r o p e r . I f we assume t h a t {p } i s 
" i n d e p e n d e n t " i n t h e s e n s e of ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) and t h a t f o r any f i n i t e s e t / c / , 
^ Pj^(R) i s c l o s e d i n G t hen i t appears t h a t {p (R)} ^ i s j o i n t l y -
p r o p e r i f and only i f t h e s m a l l e s t c l o s e d subgroup of G c o n t a i n i n g 
U p (R) has a decompos i t ion i n t o a p r o d u c t o f t h e form 
t^J ^ 
R^ X T" X Z) , 
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where m, n are non-negative integers and P is a discrete group. We 
shall require some preliminary results on Cartesian products of locally 
compact groups. 
^ family of topological groups. Then P G c c = y ce / 
(respectively . P* G ) will denote the direct product (respectively the 
te/ 
weak direct product) of the G . The projections (see Hewitt and Ross [1], 
(6.8)) 
IT : ? G ^ G 
^ cc/ ^ ^ 
are open continuous homomorphisms of ? G onto G (x € /) . If 
sc^G then («) will denote that element of P G such that X X r. L^I 
fT ((x) ) = X and IT ((ic) ) = 0 for c x . 
X X C X 
For the topological groups Gy G' we shall write G ^^ G' if there 
is a mapping (called a topological isomorphism) of G onto G' which is 
both a group isomorphism and a homeomorphism. We shall be making frequent 
use of the following result: 
3.3.1 THEOREM. Let G he a aompaot Hausdorff gvovcp and sicppose 
' G } is a family of closed subgroups of G satisfying: c» / 
The smallest closed subgroup of G containing all the G c 
is G itself; (3.3.1) 
n = {0} . (3.3.2) 
L^ I 
where G^^^ denotes the smallest closed subgroup of G containing U G . 
xe/ 
Then P G ^^ G . Furthermore there is a topological isomorphism n 
ce/ ^ 
of P G onto G such that 
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n((a;) ) = a; 
for all c € / and x € G . 
t 
Proof, This is proved in Pontrjagin [ 1 ] , Section 21. / / 
Taking G = p (R)" in Theorem 3.3 .1 we obtain: 
ly C 
3.3.2 COROLLARY. Let E denote the smallest closed subgroup of G 
Qontaining U p (R) . Suppose that {p (R)} satisfies (3.3.2) and that 
^er each finite set j cz i ^ ^ p (R)" is closed in G . Then 
t^J ^ 
(a) p is a topological isomorphism of R onto p (R) for 
finitely many c € / ^ and otherwise p (R)~ is oorrpaot; t/ 
(b) there is a topological isomorphism n of P p (R)~ onto 
tei ^ 
H such that for each l i I ond a; € p (R) c 
ri((ic) ) = a; . c 
Proof. (a) Suppose p i s a topological isomorphism of R onto 
p (R) f o r n € { l , 2, . . . , m] . Then each p (R) i s closed in G [see c ^ 
n n 
m 
Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , (5 .40) (d ) ] and s o , by assumption, ^ p (R) i s 
n=l n^ 
c losed. Since {p (R)} s a t i s f i e s ( 3 . 3 .2 ) i t fol lows from Hewitt and 
Ross [ 1 ] , (6 .12) that 
m + ^ 
X p (R) W P P (R) . 
n n=l n 
The f i r s t part of (a) now fol lows from Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , (9 .14) and the 
remainder from Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , ( 9 . 1 ) . 
(b) This fol lows from (a) ^ the proof o f Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , (6 .12) 
and Theorem 3 .3 .1 . / / 
Given o € / , T w i l l denote the character group of the Hausdorff c 
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l o c a l l y compact Abel ian group p (R) (wi th t h e r e l a t i v e topo logy induced 
by G ) . To each F w i l l cor respond a map A' ( a s in t h e preamble t o 
^ L 
Theorem 3 . 2 . 2 ) . Suppose we have t h a t {p } and n s a t i s f y t h e 
c o n d i t i o n s of C o r o l l a r y 3 . 3 . 2 . S ince n i s a t o p o l o g i c a l isomorphism of 
P p (R) on to E i t s a d j o i n t r)" i s a t o p o l o g i c a l isomorphism of T. 
on to r ' ( r ^ , r ' a r e t h e c h a r a c t e r groups of E ^ P p_(R)' 
r e s p e c t i v e l y ) ; s ee Hewit t and Ross [ 1 ] , (24 .37) and (24 .41) ( c ) . F t i r t he r -
more i t appears (us ing Hewit t and Ross [ 1 ] , (23 .18) and (23 .21 ) ) t h a t 
r ' t gp p r X p* r 
where / c / is the finite set of indices t for which R p (R) and 
c 
P* r i s g iven t h e d i s c r e t e t opo logy . Every element of T ' i s of t h e 
form Y J where 
L^I 
f o r any (ic ) ^ P p (R) ( n o t e t h a t only a f i n i t e number of t h e terms i n 
t h e p roduc t d i f f e r from 1 ) . The p r o j e c t i o n s tt-* , d e f i n e d by 
L X 
a r e con t inuous homomorphisms of T ' onto F^. We can r e l a t e t h e maps , 
c 
A' as f o l l o w s : 
L 
3 . 3 . 3 LEMMA. Suppose {p } •» ^ ^ satisfy the conditions of 
C L ^ I 
Corollary 3 . 3 . 2 . Then^ for any T e F and l € i ^ we have 
A j T ) = , 
where T „ denotes the restriction o / T to E . a 
P r o o f . Choose y € T and put 
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J) 
= [yJ 
(note that ylg ^ ^ g ) - Then, for any t, € / and i- € R 
= f^tn-lYlglJCp.W) . 
A (y) = A'(ir»(ii-(Y|„))) . / / 
Cf ty 
that i s , 
on 
Before proving the main result of this section we consider a condition 
p } , which (see Lemma 3.3.5) turns out to be weaker than {o } C i 6 ce/ 
being jointly-proper, 
3.3 .4 THEOREM. Suppose that {p } and H satisfy the oonditions 
c c ^  / 
of Covollary 3.3.2. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) i / U p (R) c A) for some A c r then A is 
relatively oompaot^ 
(h) G ^SP P p (R) " X G/E 3 where G/E is discrete, there is a 
L^I 
finite set J cz i such that for c € / 
R ^iP p (R) = p (R)- , 
and othemjise p (R)~ is oompaotj 
(c) A(ff) > 0 . 
Proof. (a) (b) Since is a closed subgroup of G we have that 
E = a(g, (A(r , 5 ) ) ) 
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and, by assumption, A(r, E) must be r e l a t i v e l y compact. But A(r, H) is 
also a closed subgroup of T , whence i t fo l lows that H i s open. We also 
have, using Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , (25.20) and (24 .24 ) , that H is connected 
and d i v i s i b l e . Hence, by Corollary 3 .3 .2 (b) and Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , 
(5 .22) ( b ) , 
G ^iP P p (R)" X c;/^  . 
vei ^ 
The remainder o f the conclusion fo l lows from the fac t that H i s open and 
from Corollary 3 .3 .2 (a ) . 
(b) (c). Since G/H i s a d iscrete group i t fo l lows that E i s 
open. 
(c) (a) . Suppose 
U p (R) c A(G, A) 
f o r some A c r . Then 
E c A) 
and, s ince \{E) > 0 , i t fo l lows ( 
see Hewitt and Ross [13, (23 .24) j that 
A i s r e l a t i v e l y compact, as required. / / 3.3.5 LEMMA. Suppose {p } is jointly-proper. If A c r has the LCI 
property that 
U p (R) c A(G, A) 
then A is relatively oompaot. 
Proof. Suppose that 
U p (R) c A(G, A) , 
ce / ^ 
where A c T . Then, f o r any y ^ A , r € R and i ^ I , 
Y(P ( r ) ) = 1 , 
that i s , U A (A) = {o} . Since {p (R)} i s assumed to be j o i n t l y -
proper i t fo l lows that A i s r e la t i ve ly compact. / / 
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Making use of Theorem 3.3.4 and Lemma 3.3.5 we have: 
3.3.6 THEOREM. Suppose {p } ^ n and H satisfy the conditions 
C ^ I 
of Corollary 3.3.2. Then the following are equivalent: 
h p ^ jointly-proper; 
(b) G ^^ P p (R) X G/E ^ where G/H is discrete, all but a 
lei ^ 
finite nuniber of the p are trivial^ and otherwise either c 
Proof. (a) => (b) . We know from Lemma 3.3.5 and Theorem 3.3.4- that 
P (R) R C^ p p (R) W T . 
^iP P p (Rf X G/H , 
ce/ 
where G/H is discrete and p (R) = p (R) W R for only finitely 
c c 
many c € / . Suppose that x € / and {o} p (R)" is compact. Put 
X 
T;' = {[y]^ € r' : A^(y) C C-n, n]} , 
where n € { l , 2 , ...}, Y € r and [y] corresponds to (y) € P* T X X X c tel 
as in the comments preceding Lemma 3.3.3. Let 
n ^ n^ 
and choose any set T e F such that n 
n = T' H n 
(the existence of such a set T^ is guaranteed by Hewitt and Ross [1], 
(24.11)). For any c €/ it follows from Lemma 3.3.3 that 
A (T ] = A'f-rr'^ fn^ 'fT I 
f{0} (c x) 
K K. 
\ 
Thus U A (T ) is relatively compact in R and, by assumption, T i 
eel ^ ^ n 
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relatively compact for each n € {l, 2, ...} . Now, by Hewitt and Ross [1], 
(24.5), the restriction map 
a : 
is continuous (note that Lemma 3.3.5 and Theorem 3.3.4 combine with (a) to 
show that E is open). From this, the continuity of n"' and tt'^  , and the H 
fact that r is discrete we see that X 
= {Y € r^ : A;(Y) <= [-n, n]} 
is finite for all n ^ {1, 2, ...} . But A'fr ] is a subgroup of R , X X 
whence it follows that for some p € R ^  
A;{rj rz . 
As we have assumed that p (R) is non-zero we obtain 
^ z . 
But clearly A' is one-to-one on F and so X X 
X ' 
that is, 
P^(R)- T . 
Let U denote a topological isomorphism of p (R) onto T . Since X 
U o p is a non-trivial continuous character of R it follows that X 
u(p^(R)) = T 
(u(p (R)} is a non-zero connected subgroup of T } and hence X 
Now put 
p (R) ^ ^ T . X 
J = {t ^ I : P^(R) ^ gP 1} . 
For each c € / choose y € T and set 
T = {[y 1, • t ^ j] V L 
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Then, using Lemma 3.3.3, 
A (T) = ^  
Lf 
{0} (c ^ /) . 
Hence each A (T) is relatively compact in R and, by CaJ, T must be c 
relatively compact. However P* T is discrete; so T and thus / must 
be finite. 
CbJ (a). Suppose T is a non-relatively compact subset of for 
which each A (T) is relatively compact in R . We shall derive a c 
contradiction. 
By Theorem 3.3.4 and its proof it is clear that 5 is an open 
divisible subgroup of G . Furthermore the proofs of (6.22) and (6.11) of 
Hewitt and Ross [1] show that we can choose a topological isomorphism U of 
G onto H X G/H such that for all a; € 5 , 
u(a;) = (a:, 0) . 
Now is a topological Isomorphism of onto T . Hence for any 
Y € r we have 
U~ ^(y) = [Y^, Y2I 
where Yj_ ^ and y^ € T^^^ , and for x € H 
yix) = 
= Y2] (^ (a:)) 
= Yj^ Ca:) , 
that is, 
Now, since T is assumed not to be relatively compact, neither is 
^(T) . Using Tychonoff's theorem and the compactness of it Gr/H 
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follows that 
is not relatively compact in T^ . Since, by assumption, p (R) is only 
non-zero for finitely many c € / we can appeal once more to Tychonoff's 
theorem to deduce the existence of x € / for which p (R) is non-zero 
X 
and 
is not relatively compact in F . We note however that by Lemma 3.3.3 and X 
our assumption on T , A'(T ) is relatively compact in R . X X 
Let X^ denote a Haar measure on P^(R) • Given V , a relatively 
compact open neighbourhood of zero in T , the non-relative compactness of 
T ensures the existence of {y c T such that X J72 171— 1 X 
(y^ + ^ [ym' + v) = • for m m' . (3.3.3) 
However relatively compact in R (see the previous 
paragraph) and hence there exists a subsequence {A'fv 1 which is ^ X m ^ n=l n 
Cauchy in R . Choose any compact set C c R such that X (p (C)] > 0 . X X 
We can find n^ such that for all n > n^ and v ^ C 
exp(iA^[Y^ )r) - exp(iA^(Y^ | <1/2 , 
n riQ 
that is, for all n > n^ and a? € p (C) 0 X 
Y^ - Y^ < 1/2 . 
n no 
Since A fp (C)} > 0 we can appeal to Hewitt and Ross [1], (23.16) to X X 
deduce that {y^ (which, by (3.3.3), is closed) is compact. However 
III TL ""fi n n ^ 
this is impossible since (3.3.3) also shows that {y + is an open 
cover which cannot be reduced to a finite subcover. Thus no such T exists 
and the theorem is proved. // 
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APPENDIX A 
SOME RESULTS ON THE FOURIER TRANSFORM AND 
SPECTRUM OF AN i.P-FUNCTION 
In this appendix we shall be concerned with some results on the Fourier 
transform of an i^-function (p € [1 , , where the underlying group is 
assumed to be Abelian. These (see Theorem A.1.2) include some standard 
properties of the Fourier transform of an L^-function. 
We shall also prove the equivalence of the notions of the spectrum of 
an L^-function and the support of i t s Fourier transform. 
A.l Some properties of the Fourier transform 
Before proving one of the main properties of the Fourier transform we 
need to demonstrate the measurability of the frequently used function 
F : {x, y) fix - y) , (A.1.1) 
where / is X -measurable. This problem is usually avoided by assuming f to 
be Borel measurable (of. Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , Volume I , p. 264). 
A.l .1 LEMMA. Suppose f is X-rmasurdble on G . Then F defined 
as in (A.1.1) is XxX-measurable. 
Proof. I n i t i a l l y we prove the result f o r f C /.^((J) , and then extend 
i t to arbitrary measurable f . 
Let N he a neg l i g ib le subset of G and choose a sequence (^ F ] of 
open sets such that 
A (FJ and N ^V^ (n = 1, 2, . . . ) . 
Let T denote the map 
ix, y) ^ X - y 
of G X G onto G , and put 
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We shall prove that is locally negligible. 
For any compact set C cz G consider the square C x C c: G x G . 
Clearly, since C x c is compact, V^ is open and x is continuous, we 
have that and ^^ are measurable and 
By Fubini's theorem [Hewitt and Ross [1], (13.8)) 
and, since 
we have that 
f 
^^ = 2/) : ^  ^ i/ + , 
G 
= A(7jX(C) 
S n HiC) , 
that is. 
lim n (C X C)) = o . 
As the compact set C was chosen arbitrarily it follows that x 
= is locally negligible. 
Now, by Hewitt and Ross [1], (11.41), there exists a Borel measurable 
function f^ on G such that / = /Q almost everywhere. Clearly 
is Borel measurable, hence measurable, and by what we proved in the previous 
paragraph 
F = l.a.e. . 
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The measurahility of F fol lows from Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , (11.30). 
Suppose now that we just have that jT i s measurable (and, without loss 
of genera l i ty , bounded). For any compact set K c: G x G choose a compact 
set C c G such that 
K c: C X C . 
Then, using the f a c t that 
C >i C cz - C) , 
we see that f o r any non-negative r ^ R , 
( x , y) : y)\ > = {(ic, y) : y)\ > r } n Z n - C) 
(a:, y) : \f(x, - y) > r n K . 
Since € L (G) and K is measurable i t fol lows (using what was 
proved in the f i r s t part of the proof ) that F^ is XxA-measurable fo r 
K 
every compact set K (z G x G and, by Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , (11.42) ( i i i ) , F 
must be AxX-measurable. // 
We now have (but see Gaudry [ 1 ] , Def init ion 2.16 fo r the de f in i t ion of 
/s/s 
fg ): 
A.1.2 THEOREM. Let f ^ and g € L^{G) (p € (1 , oo]] . Then 
(a) (f * g)- = Tg , and 
(b) [ ( / * gri c: supp(/) n . 
Proof. Let € IXD . Then 
if * g)^(h) = if * g)(hj) 
f * gix)'hSx)dx 
f(x-y)g(y)dy\h^(.x)dx . 
r 
G 
Now, since g € L^(G) and h^ € , there must exist sets A , B 
' ^ n n 
1=1 " 
(n ^ {1 , 2, . . . } ) of f i n i t e measure such that g, h^ vanish o f f U a , 
n-
00 
U B respect ive ly . Hence 
n=l ^ 
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^ : y) ^ f i x - y)g(y)h^ix) 
vanishes off the XxA-a-finite set U A x B . Furthermore, using 
T m n 5 & 
Lemma A. 1.1 and Hewitt and Ross [1], (13.12), it is clear that i) is 
XxX-measurable. Finally 
- y)\\giy)\\hSx) dy dx = / * g ix) h^ix) dx 
f\ * IdlWplKW^, 
< 00 
and we can apply Hewitt and Ross [1], (13.10) to obtain 
(/ * gr(h) = 
G 
f i x - y)h.^{x)dx\giy)dy 
f * h(-y)giy)dy 
= g{(f * h).] 
= gifh) 
= fgih) . 
Since h € V(T) was chosen arbitrarily 
(f * gr = fg . 
proving (a). 
To prove (b) we show that 
supp(/o'' u Lh"" c [(/ * g)^^"" . 
If f vanishes on fl and h € V(T) with supp(;2) c , then fh = 0 and 
(/ * g)^ih) = fgih) 
-- gi%) 
= 0 . 
If g vanishes on Q. then, since supp(y72) c: Q, for all h ^ V(T) with 
supp(?z) <= fi , we have 
t 
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(/ * grm = fgih) 
- gCfh) 
- 0 . 
In both cases (/ * g)^ vanishes on fl , as required. 11 
A.2 The equivalence of two definitions of the spectrum 
We show that the definition (see 0.2.6) of the spectrum of an 
L^-function / agrees with that of defining the spectrum of / to be the 
support of its Fourier transform. 
A.2.1 THEOREM. Let f € {p € (i, «.]) . Then 
Uf) = [/] . 
If f € L^iG) then 
E(/) = supp(/) . 
Proof. Initially we show that if / € L^(G) then 
Uf) c: Lfl . (A.2.1) 
Let Y € aiid suppose that there exists an open neighbourhood Q of 
/N 
Y such that f(h) = 0 for every h € V(T) with supp(/2) c fi . Choosing 
h ^ V(T) with supp(/z) c fi and h(.y) ^ 0 we have that for any x e G , 
h * fix) = /(L^?^).) 
= fiKV^) 
= 0 , 
the last step using the fact that (e € P(r) and supp((e Y h ] c fi . 
cc cc 
Since h{y) # 0 and y ^ ^(Z") w® have a contradiction of the definition of 
Z{f) ; thus (A.2.1) must hold. 
Now if p € (1, oo] and f ^ lF{G) then for any cj) € ^^^^G) it 
00 
follows that (})*/€ I. (G) and, using (A.2.1) and Theorem A.1.2, 
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1(f) = U Z((j) * /) 
c: U [((!)* fri 
c [/] . (A.2.2) 
To show the reverse inclusion let y € [/] and choose (p ^  
such that i(Y) ^ 0 . If y ^ E(<p * f) then we could find ^ € L^(G) such 
that g(y) 0 and 
* (J) * / = 0 . 
Choose ' to be any relatively compact open neighbourhood of y such that 
g'(p is bounded away from zero on fl' , and an open set such that 
Y € n c fi" c n' . 
Then, using the Wiener-Levy theorem, we have the existence of t ^  
such that ff(pZ = 1 on ^ . Thus for every h € VCF) with supp(^) c 
f(h) = f(hj 
= h * f(0) 
= g^ * * I * h * f(o) 
= 0 , 
and we have a contradiction of the choice of y € [/] . Hence 
Y e E((l) * /) c E(/) , 
that is, 
[/] c Z(/) 
which, combined with (A.2.2), proves the first part of the theorem. 
To prove the theorem for f € we make use of Reiter [1], Remark 
I, p. 139 and elementary properties of the closure operator to obtain 
Uf) = U E((() * f) 
U supp(((}) * fr) 
= supp(/) . 11 
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A.3 Strict local inclusion results between spaces of Fourier transforms 
Throughout t h i s s e c t i o n G i s assumed t o be non-compact and Abelian. 
Let p € ( 1 , and put 
LP(Gr = { / : / € LPiG) . 
We s h a l l be i n t e r e s t e d in some s o r t of inc lus ion (of. Katznelson [ 1 ] , 
chapter VI , 4 . 1 2 ) between and , where l < p < q S « > . I t 
i s e a s i l y shown t h a t i f fi i s a r e l a t i v e l y compact open subset of T then 
f o r any f € Lp{G) there e x i s t s g € \S{G) such that the quasimeasure 
f - g vanishes on fi . We abbreviate t h i s by wri t ing 
L ^ i G r I '^ ' .Gr . ( A . 3 . 1 ) 
I t appears tha t the " l o c a l " inc lus ion in ( A . 3 . 1 ) i s s t r i c t , and we s h a l l 
give both e x i s t e n t i a l and construct ive proofs of t h i s . An even b e t t e r 
r e s u l t (Theorem A . 3 . 6 ) i s obtained when G i s assumed t o be second 
countable. 
A.3.1 THEOREM. Let i < q 5 <» and suppose h ^ L^ (G) with h o . 
+ 
Then there exists f i (G) such that h * f ^ L^iG) for any 
p € [ 1 , q) . 
Proof. We s h a l l consider two cases : 
i ) q = °° . 
Here we j u s t take / = 1 , s i n c e f o r a l l x i G 
1 * hix) = hdX i: 0 , 
G 
and the non-zero constant funct ions are not in L^iG) f o r any p < <» . 
i i ) < °° . 
F ix p € Ll, q) and assume t h a t h * f ^ L^iG) f o r a l l / € L^(G) . 
Consider the map T , defined on L'^(G) by 
T : f ^ h * f , 
By assumption T maps L^(G) in to L^iG) . T i s obviously l i n e a r and. 
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for any a i G ^  
(^n/)) = ^ (.h. f) 
- h . j 
that is, T commutes with translations. We shall prove that T is 
continuous. 
Suppose [f^] is a sequence of functions in L'^ (G) such that 
f I  0 and ||?z * / - 1^1 ->0 (A.3.2) 'n'q 
for some g ^ L^iG) . Now ^ 0 implies that \\h * 0 and 
hence we can find a subsequence ] such that 
S 
h * f 0 a.e. . 
But from (A.3.2) we can deduce the existence of a sub-subsequence [f ] 
^st 
such that 
h * f - g 0 a.e. . •'n ^ 
St 
Hence = 0 almost everywhere and we appeal to the Closed Graph theorem to 
deduce that T is continuous. 
It now follows from a generalisation of Hormander's theorem (see 
Gaudry [1], Section 5, p. 475) that T = 0 . But clearly, since h f 0 , we 
can find f € such that h * f ^ 0 , and so our assumption leads to a 
contradiction. Hence there exists f ^ such that h * / ^ iPiG) 
and, since h > 0 , h * \ f\ ^ L^iG) . 
Now let (p^) , p^ > 1 , be any strictly increasing sequence of 
numbers converging to q . Choose a corresponding sequence ] of non-
negative functions in L'^ (G) such that for each n 6 {l, 2, ...} , 
h * f^}^ LPHG) . (A.3.3) 
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We assert that 
00 
f = I irV 
s a t i s f i e s the conditions o f the theorem ( f o r q < co indeed, i f there 
ex i s t s p € [ 1 , q) such that 
h * f ^ LP(G) 
then, choosing n such that p € [p , q) ,we would have ( reca l l that f o r u riQ 
each n , h * f > 0 ) •'n ' 
h * f ^ L^ n L'^(G) c ^ 
Uq 
a contradict ion of (A .3 .3 ) . / / 
A.3.2 THEOREM. Let 1 < S °° and suppose Q, is a nan-void open 
subset of r . Then there exists f € l^iG) such that for any p € [ 1 , t?) 
and g € 
f - g does not vanish on . 
Proof . Choose y ^ Q, and non-zero h € PCT) such that 
/N supp(/z) c -Y + and h > 0 ( th is i s possible using Gaudry [ 1 ] , Lemma 
+ 
2 . 9 ) . From Theorem A.3.1 there ex ists f^ 6 (G) such that 
h * f^ ^ L^iG) f o r any p € [ 1 , q) . Now put / = Y/q • It i s c lear that 
f thus chosen s a t i s f i e s the conditions o f the theorem, f o r i f there ex ists 
p € [ 1 , q) and g € 
such that f - g vanishes on fi then, since 
( Y / - yg)^ vanishes on - y + , we would have 
Jh) * (yf - yg)(0) = o (x ^ G) , that i s , 
h * (yf) = h * iyg) . 
But h * iyg) € L^{G) and hence so i s h * f^ , a contradict ion of our 
choice of f^ . / / 
For completeness we state our desired result as: 
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A.3.3 COROLLARY. Let G be a non-aompaot toaaZZy oompaat AbeZian 
group and suppose 1 < p < q < oo , Then 
LP(G) L^(G) . 
We are also able to construct a function f € L^(G) satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem A.3.2. We require a preliminary result. 
A.3.4 THEOREM. Let ^ be a non-void open neighbovcrhood of zero in 
r . Then, for q € (1, <»] , we eon find f ^ such that 
(a) / > 0 3 
(b) [?] e n , and 
(o) f \ L^(G) for any p € [ l , q") . 
Proof (by construction). Since, for q = °° ^ / = 1 trivially 
satisfies conditions (a)-(o) we shall assume that q < . 
Choose V to be any relatively compact open symmetric neighbourhood of 
zero such that 
2V c n . 
Define (}) on T by 
^ = Cv * Cv » 
and put M = J (it is clear that (}) e A(r) ). Then € ^ oo^^^ ' 
siapp((j)) <= ^  and u € L^ n C^(G) . 
Now we can find a > 0 and a non-void compact set C G for which 
M > ' Since G is non-compact we can find a sequence {x^ , x^ ^ G , 
such that for m t n 
+ C-) n (x^  + C) = • (A.3.4) 
and 
+ C - C] n [x^ + C - C) = n . (A.3.5) 
Consider the function 
where 
and 
= 2") n Z 
Then, using (A.3.5), 
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(w € 5 ] ^ n-' 
(n = 1, 2, ...) . 
"Al? = E . c - c) m=l 
= A(C - C) X 
n=l 
< 00 . 
Thus f^ € l^iG) and hence so is 
f = f^ * u . 
Clearly / > 0 and [/I c fl . 
To show (a), choose p ^ [1, q) and consider 
fd\= If fAx - y)u(,y)dyfdx 
Ja \Jn J 
> oF 
I a 
G ^=1 m 
\P 
U m 
= ^  
> oF 
I a 
G Vn=l m G m 
P 
' dx 
I Z a ^  ^ X^fc n fx - X + G -L i m ^x +G ^ ^ m w=l m dx . 
Now if X ^ C then G c i x - x ^ - ^ C - C and we have, using (A.3.4), 
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m=l ' iG m^ 
= ^ i o f xcoP^ i 
».=1 " 
n 00 _ P^ 
n=l 
1 
Q 
Since Tp < q the series diverges to in f in i ty and thus f ^ lF(G) . 11 
A.3.5 COROLLARY. Let l < q < <» c^ ncf suppose 9. is a non-void open 
subset of r . Then we can find f € l^iG) such that for any p € [ 1 , q ) 
and g ^ lP{G) J f - 9 do^s not vanish on fi . 
Proof (by construction). We can assume without loss of generality 
that 0 € fi . Let fl' be a re lat ive ly compact open set such that 
Using Theorem A.3.4 we can construct / € such that / > 0 , 
[ / ] c fi' and f LP(G) for any p € [1, q) . 
To show that f so constructed sa t i s f i es the conditions of the 
corol lary, assume to the contrary that there exists p € [1, q) and 
g € L^iG) such that f - g vanishes on fi . Then, choosing k € L^iG) 
such that 
^ - ^ ^ ^ ' 
we have (making use of Theorem A.1.2) 
f(h) = kfa) 
/V /s 
= f m ) 
= gikh) 
= kg(.h) 
= [(/c * g y ^ ) [h € t?(r)) 
Hence, since the Fourier transform is one-to-one on , 
f = k * g ^ lP(G) , 
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and we have a contradiction of Theorem A. 3.4-. // 
Our final result in this appendix is not quite as general (with respect 
to the underlying group) as Theorem A.3.2 but, in return, gives the 
existence of a suitable function f which is independent of the choice of 
the non-void open set . 
A.3.6 THEOREM, Let G be a second countable non-compact locally 
compact Abelian group. If l < p < q < o o t^ien there exists f ^ 
such that^ for any non-void open set fi e r ^ there is no g ^ iF(.G) for 
whvch f - g vanishes on fi . 
Proof. Since G is second countable so is T (see Hewitt and Ross 
- [1], (24.14)). 
Suppose to the contrary that no such f exists. We shall 
make use of Baire's category theorem to derive a contradiction. 
For each positive integer m, n define 
= -l^f € L^(G) : f - g vanishes on Q^ for some g € L^iG), \\g\\^ 5 wj , 
where {fl^  : n = 1, 2, is a base for the topology of V of non-void 
open sets. We shall prove that 
00 
U '^m^^f) = (A-3.6) 
w,n=l 
and that for each m, n € {l, 2, ...} , 
is closed. (A. 3.7) 
Suppose (A. 3.6) does not hold. Then there exists f € such that 
T) /V 
for any m, n and g € L^(G) where \\g\\^ S ??? , f - g does not vanish on 
. But {fi is a base for the topology of T , whence it follows that 
for any non-void open set c F there is no g ^ lF(G) for which f - 9 
vanishes on ; a contradiction of our initial assumption. Hence (A.3.6) 
holds. 
To prove (A.3.7) choose positive integers m, n and let [f ] be a VJ QJ 
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sequence of fimctions in converging in L^(G) to f , say. Now 
f o r each s ^ { l , 2, . . . } there exists g^ € L^iG) such that Wg^ W^  ^ m 
/V 
/g - 9Q vanishes on . Using the theorems of Alaoglu and gmulian 
we can deduce the existence of ^ ^ LF{G) and a subsequence [g ) c ) 
s f s 
such that f o r every h ^ iF (G) , 
g hdX 
G 
ghdX . 
Hence, given e > 0 and h € lF (G) with 
such that 
, S 1 , we can f ind t^ 
ghdk g hdX 
G 
+ e 
5 m\\h\\, + e 
S m + z , 
V ' and since h i L^ iG) with < 1 was chosen arb i t rar i ly , 
ll^ llp < ? « + £ . 
But e > 0 was also chosen arb i t rar i l y , whence i t fol lows that 
\\g\\^ S m . 
Now l e t e > 0 and h ^ PCD with suppC/z) a be given. Choose 
s , such that 
gfi^dX -
G o S 
fis^dX 
0 
< e/2 
and 
G 
fh^dX - f LdX 
G 'to 
< e/2 
(note that ^ € L^'iG) ] . Then 
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/s 
(f - g)(h) = (f - g)(K) 
fii^dX - f fi^dk 
G ^to 
f Kdk -
G ^to 
g h^dX 
G ^to 
g h^dX -
G ^to G 
gh^dX 
< e/2 + [f^ - g^ ](h) + e/2 . 
But f^ - g^ vanishes on and so 
(/ - g)(h)\ < e . 
Since e > 0 and h ^ 1XT) with supp(?z) c fl^ were chosen arbitrarily we 
deduce that f - g vanishes on , proving (A.3.7). 
Now iPi G) is a complete metric space and thus we can apply Baire' s 
category theorem which gives us the existence of m^, n^ € "t such that 
T fo has non-void interior. This means we can find 6 > 0 and 
Let /c € \?iG) . Choose non-zero a € C such that 
llofell^  < 5/2 . 
and f^ € such that 
ll/l - fj^ < 6/2 . 
f ^ ^ V and hence there exists g^ € L^iG) such that f^ - g^ Then 
vanishes on . Similarly, since no 
< 6 
we must have ok + f^ € V and so,there exists g^ € L^iG) such that 
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[ok + f - g vanishes on fi . Linearity of the Fourier transform ^ ^ fid no 
entails that 
[ok^ f^- - (/i - = [ak^ g^. 
vanishes on ^^ or, equivalently, 
^ - a " 
vanishes on . But a ^[g^ - g^ ^ L^(G) ; since k € L^(G) was 
chosen arbi trar i ly we have a contradiction of Theorem A.3.2. 
Thus our i n i t i a l assumption was false and the theorem is proved. // 
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A P P E N D I X B 
COMMENTS ON A THEOREM OF GODEMENT 
As promised in the introduction to Chapter 1 we shall give a statement 
of a res t r i c ted version o f Theorem 2 .6 .1 of Rudin [ 1 ] ; this has proved 
necessary since Professor Robert E. Edwards has pointed out that i f Rudin's 
proof i s s t i l l to apply then there are two flaws in the statement of the 
theorem. 
B . 1 . 1 THEOREM. Sicppose T is a oompact subset of T and that 
fi c r is relatively compact and Bovel measurable with > o . Then 
there exists k € such that 
T^ - ^ -
and 
M < f ® ^ ] ^ 
' ' " i - i Qm • 
This result f i r s t appeared in Godement [ 1 ] (Lemma I I ) where i s 
assumed to be open rather than Borel measurable. The proof given by 
Godement (and also by Rudin) requires that T - should be 6-measurable 
with f i n i t e measure. I t appears that we can only guarantee this when is 
re la t ive ly compact and Borel measurable (that T - i s Borel measurable 
(hence 0-measurable) when fi i s Borel measurable fol lows readily from the 
f i r s t paragraph of the proof of Theorem 10.23 of Hewitt and Stromberg [1 ] 
and the fac t that T - fi i s open (c losed) whenever i s open ( c l o s e d ) ) . 
To show that i t i s not s u f f i c i e n t to assume merely that 6(f2) < <» ^or 
that is 6-measurable, consider the fol lowing examples: 
(a) I f T is any compact set with s t r i c t l y pos i t ive measure and 9. 
i s open but not re la t ive ly compact then, by Henstock and Macbeath [ 1 ] , 
Theorem 4, e ( T - f^ ) = oo (even i f 9(^ 2) < <» ) . 
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(b ) Following Kneser [ 1 ] , p. 88, 2) we take S c R to be any non-
measurable set . Then [ - 1 , 1] x { o } is compact and { o } x ( - E) is 
neg l ig ib le (hence measurable) but 
[ - 1 , 1] X {0 } ^ {0 } X ( - H) = [ - 1 , 1 ] X H 
is non-measurable. 
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APPENDIX C 
ON CERTAIN CLOSED SUBSETS OF A LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN GROUP 
This appendix, which is essentially a rewritten version of Bloom [3], 
arises from an attempt to relate the sets ^ ( G ) to sets of the form 
for some A c r ; see Theorem 1.3.4. Assuming throughout that G 
is a Hausdorff locally compact Abelian group we introduce certain closed 
subsets ("^p"' '^ p"®®"'-) ^ ^y generalising one of the definitions of an 
5-set. We then obtain some properties and examples of these sets, and 
finally we use a proof of Malliavin's theorem on the failure of spectral 
synthesis in to show that every non-discrete T contains a closed 
set which is not an iS^-set for any p € [1, 2) . 
C.l The definition and some properties of s^- and c^-sets 
C.1.1 DEFINITION. Let H be a closed subset of T . We shall call 
H an S^-set {p € [1, if, given e > 0 and / € L^ n L^(G) such 
that f vanishes on 5 , there exists g ^ L^ r\ lF(G) such that g 
vanishes on a neighbourhood of H and 
11/ - 9\\p < e . 
If such a g can be found of the form 
g = h * f , 
1 
where H I L {G) and H vanishes on a neighbourhood of 5 , then E will 
be called a C^-set. We also define S^- and C^-sets as above, with g 
in L^ N C (G) (rather than L^ n l"(G) ). 
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Since , by Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , ( 3 3 . 1 2 ) , admits a bounded 
p o s i t i v e approximate ident i ty [u } such that f o r each t € / , 
C I 
u^ ^ L^ n and supp(u^) i s compact, i t fo l lows (see Hewitt and Ross 
[ 1 ] , (32.33) (b) and (32.4^8) ( a ) ] that we can (and sha l l ) assume in D e f i n i -
t ion C.1 .1 that f , g , h ^ L^ n C^iG) , where supp( / ) i s compact and both 
supp(g') and supp(?2) are compact and d i s j o i n t from H (p € [ 1 , °°]) . 
Clearly every C - s e t i s an 5 - s e t . For the case p = 1 we jus t have 
V V 
the fami l iar 5 - s e t and C - s e t ; see Rudin [ 1 ] , 7 .2 .5 (a) and 7 . 5 . 1 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . The fo l l owing theorem gives a character isat ion o f S^- and 
C^-sets . This r esu l t i s known f o r the case p = 1 (see Reiter [ 1 ] , Chapter 
7 , 1 . 2 , and Chapter 7 , 4 . 9 ) . 
C,1.2 THEOREM, Let p ^ [i, oo) and suppose E is a closed subset of 
r . Ihen 
(a) z is an S^-set i f and only i f for all I (L (F^ (G) and for 
all f ^ \} r\ CQ(<?) suc?z that supp( / ) is oompaot and f 
vanishes an 'E ^ we ha:oe 
I * f = 0 ; 
(b) E is a C^-set i f and only if for all f € L^ n C^(G) suoh 
/s ^ 
that supp( / ) is oompaat and f vanishes on H , and for all 
I € \P\g) suoh that I * f ^ > ^^ ^ave 
I * f = 0 . 
Proof . (a) Assume 5 i s an 5 - s e t . Let I € Li (G) , 
f € L n C^iG) with supp( / ) compact and f vanishing on E , and e > 0 
be given. There ex i s t s g ^ L^ n CQCG) such that g vanishes on a 
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neighbourhood of H and 
iif - < e . 
Then 
I * g = Q 
and 
U * / I L = il^ * ( / -
Since e > 0 was chosen arbi trar i ly 
I * f = Q . 
Conversely suppose 5 i s not an S^-set. Then there exists 
/ € n CQ(G) such that supp(^) is compact, f vanishes on 5 and f 
is not in W , tke /.^-closure of 
f 1 
<g ^ L n CQ(G) : sup-pig) is compact and g vanishes 
on a neighbourhood of s j . 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists a continuous linear functional T 
on L^(G) such that T(W) = { o } and Tif) 0 . From Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , 
(12.18) there exists I ^ L^'iG) such that fo r a l l g € W , 
Tig) = gl^dX . 
G 
Then 
I * giO) = 0 
f o r a l l g ^ (}] 3 whence i t follows that 
Ut) c H 
and so that I ^ L^ CO . By assumption 
I * f = Q , 
and we have a contradiction of the fact that Tif) ^ 0 . 
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The proof of (b) is similar to that of (a). // 
It is easy to adapt the proof of Rudin [1], Theorem 7.5.2 to give: 
C.1.3 THEOREM. Let p € [l, co] . Then: 
(a) every one-point subset of F is a C^-set in T ; 
(b) finite unions of C^-sets in T are C^-sets in F ; 
(o) if the boundary of a closed set "B. is a C^-set^ so is E . 
(d) if E is a closed siibset of a closed subgroup A of T ^ if 
is the boundary of H relative to A ^ and if 
is a C^-set in T then 5 is also a C_^-set in T i 
(e) each closed subgroup of T is a C^-set in T . 
For p ^ [1, 2) it is not known whether the notions of C -set and P 
S -set are identical fit appears in Theorein C.2.1 that every closed set is 
P 
a C^-set for p > 2 ). Furthermore we cannot say whether the union of two 
S -sets is itself an S -set. We can however obtain two partial results in p p 
this direction. Both these results (Theorems C.1.4 and C.1.5) are known 
for the case p = 1 (see Reiter [1], Chapter 2, 7.5). Although their proofs 
are quite standard we include them here for the sake of completeness. 
C.l .4 THEOREM. Suppose E = u j where E^ ^ and E^ are 
disjoint closed subsets of F . Then^ for p € [1, j E is an S^-set 
if and only if both E^ and E^ are S^-sets. 
Proof. Assume E, and E„ are S -sets. Let I i lZ (G) and 1 2 p 
/S 
f i t n CQ(G^ ) with suppC/) compact and f vanishing on E be given. 
For n ^ {1, 2} choose disjoint open sets such that 
E c y , n n 
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1 and k^ € L (G) such that ^^ = 1 on a neighbourhood of n supp(/) and 
s^PP i^J ^ ^^ • 
Then 
= 0 , 
the last step using Theorem C.1.2 and the assumption that and are 
5 -sets. By Theorem C.1.2 again 5 is an S -set. 
P P 
Conversely if Z € and f € L^ n is such that supp(/) 
/s 
is compact and f vanishes on E then {k^ * f]^ vanishes on S and 
Z € L? (G) . Hence, by Theorem C.1.2 and the fact that k^ * I * f ^ I * f , 
l*f=Z*k^*f 
~ 0 . 
By Theorem C.1.2 again is an S^-set. 
Similarly so is . // 
C.l .5 THEOREM, Let p € [l, and suppose H^ is an S^-set and 
H^ is a C^-set. Then 5 = E^ u is an S^-set. 
Proof. Let I i L^ (G) , / € n C^iG) with supp(/) compact and 
f vanishing on E and e > 0 be given. Since S^ is a C^-^et there 
1 exists h ^ L (G) such that h has compact support disjoint from E^ and 
\\f - h * < e . (C.1.1) 
Now I * h ^ iR {G) and hence, by Theorem C.1.2 and the assumption that 
E is an S -set, we have 1 p 
I * h * f = 0 . 
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This, combined with (C.1.1) and the fact that e > 0 was chosen arbitrarily, 
gives 
I * f = 0 . 
By Theorem C.1.2 again 5 is an 5 -set. // 
P 
The final result of this section gives us an inclusion result between 
the set of C -sets (respectively 5^-sets) and the set of C -sets f p ' q 
(respectively C^-sets) for 1 S p < q < . 
C.1.6 THEOREM. Let 1 5 p < q 5 . !rhen every C^-set [respectively 
^p-set] is a C^-set [Tespeotively S^-set). 
Proof. Assume S is a C^-set. Let f ^ L^ n with supp(/) 
compact and f vanishing on 5 and e > 0 be given. We can find 
h ^ L^ n C^iG) such that 
W f - h * < e/2 . 
Since 5 is a C^-set there exists g € L^iG) such that g has compact 
support disjoint from 5 and 
11^^11^11/ - 9 * /lip < e/2 , 
where (with the usual convention for the cases p = 1 
and = °° ). Now (see Hewitt and Ross [1], (20.18)) 
\\f -h * g * ^ \\f -h * + ||;z||^||/ - g * 
< e . 
It remains only to note that h * g ^ L^ n C^(G) and (h * g)^ has compact 
support disjoint from 5 . 
The proof that every -S^ -set is an 'S'^ -set is similar. // 
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C . 2 Examples of s - and c - s e t s 
P P 
C . 2 . 1 T H E O R E M . For p e [ 2 , «>] every olosed subset of Y is a 
C - s e t . 
P 
Proof. In view of Theorem C.1.6 we need only prove the theorem for 
p = 2 . 
Let 5 be a closed subset of F and suppose we are given e > 0 and 
/ € L^  n CQ(<?) with supp(yO compact, f vanishing on H and < 1 . 
Now 
n = { y € r : J t Y ) 0} 
is a relatively compact open set and hence there exists a compact set T c fi 
such that 
< e^ . 
Choose an open set V such that 
T c V c V" c n , 
and k € L^ n C^iG) such that 
^ Sk S ^ . 
Then, using Plancherel's theorem, 
IJV\T J 
f - k * = 
< e(v\T)^ 
< e ; 
y\ and clearly, k has compact support disjoint from H . 
C . 2 . 2 D E F I N I T I O N . Suppose fi is a relatively compact open subset of 
r and 3 > 0 . We shall call a g-symmetry set if there exist nets 
{T } and {V } such that each T is compact, {V } is a base 
of symmetric open neighbourhoods of zero in F , partially ordered by 
V V if and only if V 3 V , c X I, X ' 
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(T^ + 2 V j ~ c f o r each c € / , and 
= 0 . 
C . 2 . 3 THEOREM. Suppose we ore given 3 > 0 and a closed subset 5 
of r with the property that for any relatively oompaot set T e H^ there 
exists a ^-symmetry set fl such that 
T c fi e . 
Then E is a C^-set for all p > (2 + + 23) . 
P r o o f . L e t p = (2 + 3)"^(2 + 23) . Suppose we are g i v e n e > 0 and 
/ € L^ n CQ(G) , where s u p p ( ^ i s compact, f v a n i s h e s on H and 
11/11^  5 1 . Now 
T = {y € r : /(Y) 0} 
i s a r e l a t i v e l y compact open s u b s e t of "Sp and h e n c e , by assumption, t h e r e 
e x i s t s a r e l a t i v e l y compact open s e t fi such t h a t 
T c fi e , 
and n e t s {T } and {V } s a t i s f y i n g the c o n d i t i o n s o f D e f i n i t i 
C . 2 . 2 . 
on 
Choose c € / such t h a t T i s non-void and c 
a/2 
where a = (1 + 3) ^ • Def ine 
K - • 
where g ^ h in I {G) are such t h a t g - ^ and h -
'L' L ^ +V t L 
Then 
( s e e Theorem B . l . l ) k ^ L n C (G) , ^^ 5 k < ^nd 
^ c L L 
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I*:, 
It follows from Holder's inequality that 
11/ - /II 5 11/ - k^* /ll^ ll/ _ U * fW^ -'^  
^ ll/llj 1 + 
[ ~ W 1 
a 
^ ^  A rr7 ^  a/2 
e(fi\T } 
l-a 
l-g 
2 
< e 
[recall that a = (1 + 3) ^  and p = (2 + 3) ^ (2 + 23) = 2(1 + a"^ )'^ ) . 
Noting that k has compact support disjoint from E we see that E is a 
Cy 
Cp-set, and the conclusion follows from Theorem C.1.6. // 
We have two corollaries when G is a Euclidean space. 
C.2.4 COROLLARY. Let m > l and suppose H c f f is an open set with 
the property that for any relatively compact set T c there exists a 
number k F= K (T)] such that m ^ m 
for all n € {l, 2, . 
e ( ( 3 ( H ) n T) -H V j S K n - ^ 
..} J where 9(5) denotes the boundary of 5 and 
V^ = € ff : ll^ll < n"^ 
Then 5, and 9(5) az>e C^-sets for all p > (2 + m) "^ (2 + 2???) . 
Proof. By Theorem C.1.3 (c) we need consider only 9(5) . 
Let T be any relatively compact open subset of 9(5)^ . We shall 
show that for any e > 0 there exists a (m + e)-symmetry set fi such 
that 
,-1. 
T c n cz 9(5)^ . 
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Since T is relatively compact in R'" there exists an integer n^ > 0 
such that 
T c A = {a? € R"' : ||ar|| < n^ riQ \ " 0 
For each n ^ {l, 2, ...} define 
T = (3(H) + V n A \A' _i n ^ n-' \ wq \ riQ-n ^ n A no 
Clearly T^ is compact and 
Putting 
(T + ) c: A^ n 3(H) 
= A n 3(H)^ , Hq 
we have 
= fi n T"-n n 
= [J^  n (3(H) + Vj) u Q n A \A~ I no \no-n ^  < 
A n 3(H)'' n (3(H) + V ) I no ^ nJ u A n 3(H)'^  n V no ^ V - 1 ^^  no ^ no-n ^  
c (A n (3(H) + V ]] u A \ A ^ no n^-' I \no-n ^  
c (((A + V 1 n 3(H)] + V ] u [A \A" 
Hence, since A + V, is relatively compact, no 1 
Using the fact that 
0(v, ) = K'a-V" 3n-' m 
for some constant K^ , we have 
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e ( n \ T j 
m+£ 
6!V, ) = ° ' 
n->oo 
and so H is a (;w+e)-symmetry set for all e > 0 . 
Thus 8(H) satisfies the conditions of Theorem C.2.3 with ^ = m + e , 
and hence is a C^-set for all p > (2 + + 2m) . // 
C.2.5 COROLLARY. Let m>i and put 
H = 6 R^ : M = 1; . 
Then "E. is a C^-set for all p > (2 + + Im) . 
Proof. Let V be any relatively compact set in R'" . Then 
e((E n V) + V ] S e(H + V ] 
- + - (1 -m 
- . 
where K^ is a constant. Now apply Corollary C.2.4-. // 
C.2.6 REMARK. For m > 3 , Corollary C.2.5 gives an example of a C^-set 
((2 + + 2m) < p < 2] which is not an 5-set; af. Rudin [1], 7.3.2. 
C.3 The failure of certain closed sets to be S^-sets 
In this section we use a proof along the lines of that of Malliavin's 
theorem (Rudin [1], 7.6.1) to show that every non-discrete T contains a 
closed set which is not an S'^-set for any p € [1, 2) . As in the proof of 
Rudin [1], Theorem 7.6.1, we first consider the cases: 
(a) r is an infinite compact group ; and 
(b) r = R . 
C.3.1 THEOREM. Let G be an infinite disorete group. 'Then there 
exists a closed set E e r which is not an S^-set for any p € [1, 2) . 
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Proof. Consider the function on G defined, as in Rudin [1], 
Theoffriii 7.8.6, by 
: X D^m X (O . 
It is easily proved from Rudin [1], 7.6.4 and Theorem 7.8.6 that f^ € 
and (j)^  (as above) can be chosen so that f^ and ^ satisfy the hypotheses 
of Rudin [1], 7.6.3 (Theorem) (with f = f^ and C = C ) and 
€ L'^(G) 
for all q > 2 . Having thus chosen f^ and we shall prove that the 
closed set 
H = {y ^ r : /Q(Y) ^  C} 
is not an S^-set for any p € Cl> 2) . 
Let p ^ [1, 2) and put 
I = {/ ^  : fCE) = {0}} , 
= € : f is in the closed ideal of generated by - c| > 
= ^ L^iG) : f is in the closed ideal of L^iG) 
generated by [f^  - c] ^  
and 
1 ^ 1 -J = {/ € L (G) : / vanishes on a neighbourhood of 5} . 
Clearly 
E = Z(I) = Z(I^) = Z ( y = ZCJ) 
(where Z(I) denotes the zero set of the ideal I ; see Rudin [1], 7.1.3). 
Since I and J are respectively the largest and smallest closed ideals in 
L^(G) having E as their zero set, we have 
J c I2 c c I . 
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As € lP (G) we can define a. continuous l inear funct ional T on 
I I - g by 
Tig) = Z g(.-x)^Ax) 
x^G ^ 
[ r e c a l l that G i s d iscrete and hence L ^ ( G ) c L^(G) ) . By Rudin [ 1 ] , 
7 . 6 . 3 , T annihilates but not . 
Now suppose that H is an -^^-set and l e t h ^ L^ n C ^ ( G ) = L ^ ( G ) 
with h vanishing on H . Then, given e > 0 , there exists h' ^ 3 such 
that 
\\h - h'W^ < z 
and hence, s ince T(Ji') = 0 , 
T(/i) = \Tih - h') 
Since G > 0 was chosen arb i t rar i ly 
Tih) = 0 
and thus T annihilates I , a contradiction of the fa c t that T does not 
annihilate I . I t fo l lows 
that - i s not an S - s e t f o r anv 1 P ^ 
p € [1 , 2) . 11 
We shal l now examine the case when T contains an i n f i n i t e compact 
open subgroup. We 
require two lemmas f o r arbitrary Hausdorff l o c a l l y 
compact Abelian groups. 
C.3.2 LEMMA. Let G be a Hausdovff locally compact Abelian group and 
syppose H is a closed subgrotq) of G . Then a continuous integrable 
function f on G is constant an cosets of H if and only if 
supp( / ) e A(r , fi) . 
Proof . Suppose that f o r a l l x ^ G and h ^ H , fix + h) = fix) . 
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Choose any y ^ A ( r , and l e t h i H be such that y{.h) 1 . Then 
/(Y) = yihffiy) , 
and hence / (y ) = 0 . Since ACT, H) i s closed 
supp(/) c A ( r , . 
Conversely, f o r y € A ( r , ff) and h € H , 
/(Y) = W^ (Y ) 
and since (using the assumption) the equality c lear ly holds f o r 
y A(T, H) we see that 
= f a .e . . 
As f i s continuous the resi i l t fo l lows. // 
C.3.3 LEMMA. Let G be CL Huusdoi'ff ZoocctZy oompcLct AbeZicxn gi'oup ccnd 
suppose A is an open subgroup of T . If E is a oZosed subset of A 
which is not an S^-set in A then H is not an S^-set in T . 
Proof. Put H = A(G, A) . By Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , (23.24) ( e ) , H i s 
compact. Furthermore, in view of Theorem C.2.1, we can assume that p < 
Suppose, to the contrary, that H i s an 'S'p-set in T . Given e > 0 
* 1 • ^ and f € L n C^(.G/H) such that supp(/) i s compact and f vanishes 
5 , put 
on 
f = f ° , 
where TT^  denotes tke natural homomorphism of G onto G/H . Denoting the 
Haar measures on H , G/E by A^ , A^^^ respect ive ly (normalised as in 
Reiter [ 1 ] , Chapter 3, 3.3 ( i ) with = 1 ) we have, by Reiter [ 1 ] , 
Chapter 3, ^+.5, 
WfW P _ 
G/H 
^G/H 
G/H 
H 
f o yx + •dX^/^ix) 
G/H' 
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that i s . 
I t i s e a s i l y seen that 
f(x) = 
\f\\p = 11/11 . ( C . 3 . 1 ) 
fix + y)d\^{y) 
and, by Rei ter [ 1 ] , Chapter 4.3 ( (C.3 .1) shows that f € 
•s 
h y ) = ?(Y) ( C . 3 . 2 ) 
f o r a l l Y € A . Furthermore, s ince f i s constant on cosets o f H , 
Lemma C.3,2 shows that 
supp( / ) c A ( r , ff) = A . 
As supp( / ) i s assumed to be compact i t f o l l ows from (C .3 .2 ) that s u p p ( ^ 
i s compact and hence (note that f i s continuous) we see that f ^ C^iG) . 
Now f vanishes on u fl and, s ince by Theorem C.1.4 [ r e c a l l that 
A i s open and c losed) :: u A^ i s an S^-set, there e x i s t s g € L^ n C^(G) 
/N 
such that g has compact support d i s j o i n t from 5 u A and 
11/ - 9\\p < e . 
By Lemma C.3.2 again g i s constant on cosets o f E and we have the 
ex is tence o f g ( L^ n C^iG/H) such that 
9 9 ° 
[9 ^ CQC^/^) s i n c e , by Reiter [ 1 ] , Chapter 3, 1 .8 ( v i i ) , g i s continuous 
/N 
and by (C .3 .2 )5 g has compact support ) . From (C .3 .1 ) 
11/ - Jiip < e , 
and ( C . 3 . 2 ) shows that g vanishes on a neighbourhood o f 5 . Hence E i s 
shown to be an S^-set in A , contrary to assumption. / / 
C.3.4 COROLLARY. Let G be a Hausdorff locally oompact Abelian 
group J r its character groitp. If T contains an infinite compact open 
s-ubgroup then there exists a closed subset of Y which is not an S^-set 
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for any p 6 [1, 2) . 
Proof. Combine Theorem C.3.1 and Lemma C.3.3. 11 
Before considering the case T = R we need to extend the result in 
Rudin [1], Theorem 2.7.6. 
C.3.5 THEOREM. Suppose f € ^ 6 € (0, tt) and f[eKp(ix)} = 0 for 
a: € [tt - 6, TT + 6] . Let u be defined on R by 
/(expCio;)) 
u{x) = 
( x 5 tt) 
X > TT) . 
Then u •= g for some g € L (R) . Moreover^ given p ^ [1, 0°] , there 
exists a positive nwrber k^ (= such that 
WfWp 2 KpWgWp . 
Proof. The first part of Theorem C.3.5 is proved in Rudin [1], 2.7.6. 
Let p € [1, . Consider the linear operator T from L^ n L°°( R) 
to 1^(1) , defined by 
(r(fc)}(n) = k * kn) , (C.3.3) 
where n € Z , and h ^ l^(R) is defined as in Rudin [1], 2.7.6. 
The argument at the end of the proof of Rudin [1], 2.7.6 shows that 
there is a constant K^ = k^(6) such that 
It is clear from (C.3.3) that 
/N 
where K^ = . By the Riesz-Thorin convexity theorem T is continuous 
as 
L n L (R), 
^ a- Pa 
(recall that 1^(1) c£°°(Z) ), where a € (0, 1) , p^ = (1 - a) - 1 and 
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In particular, choosing a € [0, 1) such that p = p (and a = 1 if 
CL 
p = °° ) and noting that g € L^ n M R ) and (see Rudin [1], 2.7.6, (5)) 
fin) = g * hin) 
for all n € Z , we have 
ll/llp ^ ^"''K.ll^llp . 
as required. // 
C.3.6 THEOREM. The real line R contains a closed set which is not 
an S^-set for any p € [1, 2) . 
Proof. It appears from Theorem C.3.1 that there exists a closed set 
c: T which is not an ^^-set for any p € [1, 2) . By translation if 
necessary we can assume that -1 and n = ^ for some closed 
arc 'E.^  containing -1 . Put 
T^ = -(a; € ( - i t , tt) : exp(ia:) € 
= X € (-IT, 7t) : exp(ix) ^ H^j u [tt, «>) u (-«>, - t t ] , 
and 
I I M 
T = T^ u T^ . 
Let p € [1, 2) and suppose T^ ^ is an S -set. By Theorem C.1.5,_ T 
is an S^-set (T^ is a C^-set since ST^ is finite; see Theorem C.1.3). 
Given f € -e^(Z) with /(H) = {o} define g ^ L^ n C^(R) by 
g(cc) = 1 
f{exp(ix)] ( a: 5 tt) 
lO ( k | > tt) . 
(see Theorem C.3.5). Clearly g vanishes on T and hence, since T is an 
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^p-set, there exists a sequence [g^ c n CQ(R) such that each g^ 
vanishes on a neighbourhood of T and 
If, for each a; € (-tt, tt] , we define f ^ l\l) by 
9 - gjp ^ 0 . (C.3.4) 
1, 
n 
/^(expCia;)) = 
(see Rudin [1], Theorem 2.7.6) then Theorem C.3.5 applied to (C.3,U) gives 
11/ - 4ilp - 0 
(note that each f^ vanishes on a neighbourhood of H ). Hence H and 
consequently (see Theorem C.1.4) would be an S^-set, contradicting our 
choice of It follows that T^ is not an -S'^ -set for any p € [1, 2) . // 
We require two lemmas before proving the main result of this section. 
C.3.7 LEMMA. Let G, H be Hausdorff locally oompaot Abelian groups 
and suppose k ^  L^ n x H) is suoh that T = supp(^) is compact. 
Then the function y ^  y) (x y)] is integvdble over H for 
every x i G {over G for every y i E ). Furthermore the functions 
[ 
(j), : X kix, y)dX (y) , 1 Jfl ^ 
[ 
cj) : y kix, y)d\Ax) 
^ ic ^ 
are continuous. 
Proof. Since k is continuous the function y kix^ y) is 
continuous, and hence measurable, for every x ^ G . 
Choose k^ [k^ in L^ n (L^  n CQ(fl)) such that k^ = 1 
= l) on a neighbourhood V^ (V^) of T^ (T^) , where T^, T^ are 
the projections of T onto G, H respectively. If we define h on 
G X H by 
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y)] = 
then Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , ( 31 .7 ) (b ) shows that ^ = 1 on ^^ ^ ' ^ 
neighbourhood o f T . Thus 
h * k = k l.a.e. 
and, s ince h * k and k are continuous, 
h * k = k . 
Now the map U o f H x G x H in to C , def ined by 
s, t)] = Hx - s, y - t)k(s, t) , 
i s continuous f o r every x € G . Furthermore 
( C . 3 . 5 ) 
/ r 
GXE E 
Hx - s, y - t)\\kis, t)\dXj^iy) •dX^X is, t) 
GxH 
= \k •2"1 k^ix- s ) | | K s , t)\dX^Xj^{s, t) GxH 
^ 1 1 ^ 2 1 1 1 I I ^ U ^ I I l • 
Appealing to ( C . 3 . 5 ) and Hewitt and Ross [ 1 ] , ( 13 .4 ) we see that 
H 
k(x, y)\dX^(y) 
H 
Ux - s, y - t)\\k(.s, t)\dX„x\(s, t)\dX,Xy) 
GxH ^ H \ E 
H 
GxH ^^E 
i s f i n i t e f o r a l l x i G , proving the f i r s t part o f the lemma. Having thus 
a l s o shown that U i s integrable on E x G x E we can use Hewitt and Ross 
[ 1 ] , ( 1 3 . 8 ) t o deduce that 
k^ix - s)k(s, t)dX^x\^(s, t) . 
E 
k^{y)dX^(y) 
GxE 
Since k ^ L^(.G x E) , k^ L^(E) and k^ i s uniformly continuous i t 
f o l l o w s that (J)^  i s continuous. 
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The continuity of (f)^  is proved similarly. // 
C.3.8 LEMMA. Suppose G, H are Hausdorff looally compact Ahelian 
groups^ with character groups r, A respectively. I f p € [1, 2) and the 
closed set H' e r is not an S-set, then E = E' x A is not an S -set 
P P 
in r X A . 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that E is an 3^-set in T x A . Let 
f ^ ^ with supp(^) compact and ^ vanishing on S , and choose 
g ^ C^ (ff) such that suppCg') is compact and \giy)\ > 1 for all y 
in some neighbourhood V of zero in E . Define h on G y- H by 
y)] = n^)g{y) . 
Then, by Hewitt and Ross [1], (31.7) (b), supp(^) is compact and 
= 0 
for all [y^, yJ ^ S . 
Let e > 0 be given. Since E is assumed to be an S -set we can 
P 
1 ^ find k € L n C^(G x H) such that suppCA:) is compact and disjoint from 
E , and 
\\h - k\\ < eX (F) 1/p p 
Thus, for all y^ some neighbourhood V of 
we have (see Hewitt and Ross [1], (13.8)) 
H ^ G 
(C.3.6) 
[' and for all y^ A , 
GxH 
= 0 . 
Since y ^ A was chosen arbitrarily 
Hx, y)[\y^, Yj])'^^. y)dx xX (x, y) 
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H x , = 0 a.e 
Now 
ip : (x, y) -> k{x, y)y^{x) 
is contlnuouG and integrable, and supp($) is compact. Hence, by Lemma 
C.3.7, the function ^ on H defined by 
^^y) = ip(x, y)dX^(x) 
is continuous and so, for all y ^ H and € , 
Using (C.3.6), we see that 
(C.3.7) 
W = \y iV 
G 
Hx, y) - k{x, y)\Pd\^{x) < e^l 
has the property that Xg(V\W) < X^(V) , that is, > 0 . Choose any 
y^ € W (W is non-empty). Then 
- 1 
5 eP (C.3.8) 
and so, defining on G by 
(C,3.7) shows that vanishes on V and, from (C.S.S), 
11/ - Aiip < e . 
It is clear since k i L^ n C^iG x E) that f^ i L^ n ; thus we 
have a contradiction of the assumption that ' is not an -S^-set. // 
C.3.9 THEOREM. Let G he a Hausdorff 
non—ootvpcLot ZoouIVy ooTnpcLcb 
Abelian group, r its oharactev group. Then T contains a closed set 
which is not an S^-set for any p € [1, 2) . 
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Proof. By Hewitt and Ross [1], (214.30), T is topologically 
isomorphic with x , where T^ is a Hausdorff locally compact 
Ahelian group containing a compact open subgroup. 
If n > 1 then Theorem C.3.6 and Lemma C.3.8 combine to show that 
R'^  X FQ contains a closed set which is not an S^-set for any p € [1, 2) 
If n = 0 then F contains a compact open siibgroup (which is 
infinite since F is non-discrete) and the result follows from Corollary 
C.3.4. // 
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